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PREFACE

This final report is a result of a three-year study to refine a process

whereby writing curriculum materials and instructional strategies might be

adapted for use with handicapped students. The report is divided into eight

sections:

I. Background

Access to_Learning for Handicapped Children was a 36-month _study conducted to

Make all learning materials accessible to handicapped children.

II. Design and Analysis

The project involved a three year design, asking practitioners with varying

degrees of familiarity with materials, to make judgments about curriculum
materials relative to their adaptability and to conduct a process by which

adaptation could be articulated. The adaptation process is articulated in
the project's final product, Access to Learning -for H i "i _ A

Handbook on the Instructional Adaptation Process.

III. The Study Group

Membership in the Study Group expanded throughout the project. This section

explains the role of the Study Group and the expansion of the group to people

in the field as they carried out activities for purposes of review,

evaluation, and recommendation.

IV. Field Activities

Certain field activities that were not an integral part of the reseach

initially, developed in response to expressed needs of people in the field.

This section describes these field activities carried out to improve the

project's final products.

V. Documentation and Dissemination

Documentation of the project occurred by means o' technical memoranda

describing each step of the project and through required project reports and

products. Dissemination occurred regularly bj means of presentations,
answered inquiries, and follow-up reporting to project participants.
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VI, Implications for the ruture

The outcomes of the project are seen to bear on evaluation of an adaptability
process, cost effectiveness of adaptation, and inservice and preservice
training. Several ideas for consideration of future research are also
presented.

VII. Summary

A successful adaptation process must attend to several salient points,
outlined here;

VIII. Appendix

The Appendix includes technical memoranda not included in previous
reports, and the handbook, and supplementary curriculum guides of
CEMREL's Aesthetic Education Program materials, along with the original
teacher guides.

Throughout the report there are several references to the technical
memoranda and to the handbook, Access to Learning for Handicapped
Cialldrea. All technical memoranda are available on request from CEMREL;
Inc., 3129 59th Street, St. Louis, Missouri.
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I. BACKGROUND

A 36-month study was conducted to articulate a process by which

instructional materials could be successfully adapted for use with

handicapped children. Arts education curricula provided the content for the

-;
adaptation process to be articulated. At the time the proposal was written

the rationale for focusing on arts education curricula was four-fold:

1. The present level of services for the handicapped in the arts and arts

education was considerably lower than that of their non-handicapped peers.

The National Committee; Arts for the Handicapped (1975); reported that in

one state; 85% of the non-handicapped students (K-12) had access to arts

programs in schools; In another state; less than 1% of the handicapped were

serviced; while the non-handicapped had virtually full services. Most of

this lack of access to arts programs can be assumed to be due to a lack of

curriculum resources targeted for handicapped children; as well as teachers'

general inability to make curriculum designed for regular students

appropriate for handicapped populations;

The National Center for Educational Media and Materials for the Handicapped

(NCEMMH) has identified the desperate need for instructional materials for

the handicapped; A recent booklet; DeNE1oping Instructional Materials_for

the Handicapped= Guidplinpc fnr Preparing Materials Suitable for Wide

(Belland & Rothenberg; 1973); gives practical advice about



searching the field; copyright and product clearance, and production;

;

Missing from this advice, however, are guidelines for pilot testing,

evaluation, and quality control. With the exception of a few programs

developed by individual teachers or for specific children, no set of

curriculum resource materials in the arts exists for handicapped children.

2. Exposure of handicapped children i;o the arts can serve to advance the

acquisition of needed basic skills. Researchers in the field of arts for

the handicapped have found strong evidence attesting to the ability of

Children to improve their perceptual skills with the aid of arts

programs; A study (Neale) conducted in 1964 showed that trainable

mentally retarded children made significant gains in classroom behavior,

speech; and language skills through arts programs. Creative drama can

free a deaf child from failure associated with spoken words (Bragg,

1972). Irwin and McWilliams (1974) found that in dramatic activities

used with cleft palate children; each child showed significant

improvement in verbal as well as social skills. Use of a music activity

with exceptional children improved speech, helped regain use of limbs;

improved rhythmic sense, and served to relax muscles (Gilliland; 1975).

Unexpected artistic talent has been found in mentally retarded children

(Tyszkiewiez, 1972). Pitman found (1965) that blind children score

significantly higher than sighted subjects on tests of music ability.

Significant gains were noted when art lessons were provided for

emotionally disturbed children (Gallagher; 1972). Similar gains in

reading skills by emotionally disturbed learners were noted by Nuske

-(1975) after arts programs were introduced.



3. Accompanying the research findings are strong moral and legal

imperatives for extending arts programs to handicapped children.

Assistant Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare, Virginia Trotter,

has perhaps stated the moral imperative most eloquently:

I am convinced that the quality of our individual lives and

the_quality of our society are directly related to the
quality of our artistic lives. If we really care about the
dignity of the individual--about his potential for
self=fulfillment--then we must have a deep sense of a place
for the arts in our education, in special education, and in
our individual lives. We need the arts if we are to be
whole human beings--fully alive and vital--in control of
ourselves and our environment.

Testimony taken in support of the recently passed PL 94=142 Education for

All Handicapped directly addresses the question of the accessibility of arts

programs for the handicapped:

The use of the arts as a teaching tool for the handicapped has
long been recognized as a_ viable, effective way not only of
teach'ng special skills, but_also of reaching youngsters who
had otherwise been unteachabl?.. The Committee envisions that
programs under this bill could well include the arts component
and, indeed, urges that localeducational agencies include the
arts in programs for the handicapped youngsters, and the
Utilization of the arts as a teaching tool per se.

4. The Aesthetic Education Program (AEP) developed at CEMREL was used in

developing the adaptation process.' The arts content of CEMREL's

Aesthetic Education curriculum has al:-...ady been established. Based on ten

years of interaction with internationally-known arts specialists and

philosophers, teachers, developers, and children, the concepts included in

the AEP instructional units havP been shown to be aesthetically valid and

"teachable" at the suggesed grade levels. Incorporation of additional

1AEP curriculum consists_ of_a series of media-rich units of manipulable
objects, games, student books, tape cassettes, etc., boxed with enough
materials for 6-10 students.



objectives for handicapped children can only occur after an arts content has

been selected; tested; and verified for its validity and classroom

effectiveness. The CEMREL AEP instructional units already reflect input

from the content areas of aesthetics and the arts; They await only

modification based on expert advize and consultation in the area of special

education.

In an instructional sense; the AEP curriculum is already "adaptable:"

Although all the arts forms are at the core of the curriculum, it is

designed to be taught by the generalist classroom teacher. The materials

and the content of the curriculum take into consideration the situation in

most elementary classrooms where a generalist has some, if not all, of the

respnsibility for teaching the arts; Comments from teachers who have used

the AEP instructional units often refer to the fact that although they

didn't feel they were experts in dance or films, they felt comfortable using

the units; and they and the students learned together;

However; the curriculum design does not ignore those elementary schools

where personnel trained in the arts have responsibility for teaching or

supervising teaching in one or more of the arts. This curriculum was

designed to accomodate the variety of staffing patterns found in elementary

schools. Therefore; while the division of teaching responsibilities between

the generalist and arts specialist will be unique to each school building;

the teacher ;.iho is specially trained in the arts can also use this

curriculum as a comprehensive arts approach to all students in the

elementary grades.

4



Objectives and Projected Outcomes

Guiding the research activities were five major project objectives:

1. To develop; test, and_refine a methodology for the adaptation of
instructional materials and teacher training programs for use with
handicapped children.

2. To provide a means_of evaluating the adaptation methodology to ensure
high quality; on-line instructional materials which are able to_meet_the
needs of handicapped. children and still remain true to their original
pedagogical goals.

3. To provide instructional materials in the arts_for elementary-aged t

handicapped_children which are_based on completed instructional units
from CEMREL's Aesthetic Education curriculum.

4, To gain insights about the future_modification of teacher training
involving the adaptation of materials.

5. To gain insights about cost effectiveness in the adaptation of
instructional materials.

Based on these objectives; several outcomes were expected:

1. A handbook on the instructional adaptation process;

2. Instructional unitsi_including teaching procedures and guides; student
materials; manipulables; etc._ (The teachers'_ guides for regular
classroom teachers and special_ education teachers would be designed to
give_them strategies and_techniques for dealing with mainstreamed
handicapped children in integrative public school settings.)

3; A research and evaluation report_about various teacher and child
outcomes from use of the materials; about the cost-effectiveness of
adaptations; and about the evaluation procedures or strategies for
maintaining high quality in the adaptation process.

11



II. DESIGN AND ANALYSIS

Design

The general design within which research activities through the duration of

the project were conducted is shown in Figure 1.

.

Practitioners with various roles (e.g., classroom teacher-special education,

itinerant teacher, etc.) were exposed to three different treatments. Each

treatment represented a level of familiarization with the curriculum

materials to be adapted. Treatments 1 and 2 comprised the first field

experiment. Treatment 3 was implemented during a second field experiment.

Both experiments were conducted during Year I and repeated in Year II. In

Year III, only Treatment Level 3 was implemented. After each treatment,

practitioners made judgments about the curriculum materials on an adaptation

assessment inventory; The variables derived and measured from the

practitioners' judgments were divided into three ce.egories.

1. Those that bear directly on the instructional characteristics of the

materials

2. Those that index the costs of the suggested adaptations.

3. ThOSe that indeX the time to make the suggested adaptations.

Sample:

The participants in the project were elementary-level handicapped students

and their teachers. The elementary-age group was chosen because much of

2Elementary schoolaged handicapped students have been identified in
individual_ educational and clinical evaluations as children whose problems
are of such_a nature as to require intensive educational intervention of the
type fOUnd in two types Of_special education settings --an upgraded special
education classroom_located in a_regular elementary, school_ and an_upgraded
special education- classroom Located in a special center. Class enrollments
range from approximately six to fifteen students.

12



the existing aesthetic education curriculum has been tested for use with

very young non-handicapped children. Further, there is a paucity of arts

resources for elementary and handicapped populations.

Based on the research design, various numbers and groups of students and

teachers participated in the project activities each year. Specific samples

are described in the description of activities for each year.

Figure 1

Project Design

Teacher Tyne

Treatment

Level 1

Treatment

Level 2

Treatment

Level 3

C

Design for Year

Research activities during the first year of the project focused on two

field experiments through which the impact of three levels of familiarity

within materials could be assessed; The purpose of Experiment #1 was to

study the impact of little and moderate familiarity with a set of curriculum

materials on practitioners' judgments concerning the adaptation of these

materials for special education students;
3

In Experiment #1 the

independent variable, familiarity, was manipulated by having teachers

participate in two different kinds of work sessions or treatment levels.

3See Technical Memoranda #SE-01: Access to Learning for Handicapped
Children; #SE-02: Design of Experiment 1; and #SE-03: Design of Experiment 2,
for further explanation of "familiarity" variable;
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Treatment Level 1 consisted of an, introductory review; in which the

participants examined a set of curriculum materials; as if they were looking

at a materials catalog; The treatment was aimed at providing only a

superficial introduction. This treatment represented the lowest level of

familiarity;

Treatment Level 2 consisted of participation in a work session designed to

familiarize the participants with the theory and pedagogy of the materials

in considerable detail and provide some "hands-on" opportunities. This

treatment represented a moderate level of familiarity;

It was hypothesized that contributions of different types of practitioners

would vary. Thus, types of practitioners represented a second fixed effect

studied. Three types of practitioners (classroom teacher, itinerant

teacher, and curriculum specialist) were included in the design.
4

Figure

2 shows the design of Experiment 1.

Three types of practitioners were exposed to two treatments (Work Sessions A

and B).
5

Subsequent to each work session the participants made judgments

about adaptations by completing the adaptation assessment inventory. Groups

4Every attempt was made to select a random sample of practitioners from
the participating public school districts in the St. Louis metropolitan
area, and in Jefferson County public schools, Colorado. The unavailability
of various types of practitioners, particularly curriculum specialists,
prohibited a completely random sampling.

5Three kinds of teachers were involved in the first year of the project.
All of the teachers and curriculum specialists were involved with the
learning disabled students. The three categories of teachers were: (1)

itinerant teachers (resource room), (2) classroom teacher (full-time or
part-time special class in a regular elementary school, and (3) classroom
teacher (full-time special class in a special school).



Site Practitioner IntrOdUctory
Mark Sessions

figure 2
- Design of _

Erperunent 1

Judgments In -Depth
Work Sessions

Judgments

St. Louis,
Missouri

Classrocm
Teacher
N- 1S X X X X

Itinerant
Teacher
N- 16 X X X X

Curriculum
Specialist
N- 9

Jefferson County,
Colorado

CImsrocra
Teacher
N.. 9 X X X X

Itinerant
Teacher
N 10 X X X X

Curriculum
Specialist
N- 10 X X X X

of students, teachers; and curriculum specialists from classrooms at two

sites participated: (1) in the St. Louis metropolitan area in programs

sponsored by the St. Louis Special School District,'the City of St. I.ouis,

and in regular public elementary classrooms in local suburban public school

districts; and (2) in classrooms in the Jefferson County, Colorado, public

schools. About 400 elementary-lcvel children, classified as learning

disabled; and 72 teachers participated in Year I of the project (1978-79)6

Six of the CEMREL AEP curriculum packages were used during Year I. Packages

were stratified; then blocked according to several criteria.
7

Subjects

6During Years I and II the majority of teachers worked with students
diagnosed as learning disabled or behavior disordered; This population of
studentswas selected because of the high incidence of these diagnoses and
because they are the most likely population to be mainstreamed; This same
selection was endorsed by the project monitor at the Bureau of Education for
the Handicapped, Washington, D.C.

7See Appendix A: Summary of Criteria Used for Package Selection
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(by type) were randomly assigned to packages for which judgments would be

made following the introductory work session. Prior to the in-depth work

session, subjects (by type) were assigned to packages by permutation to

counterbalance variations in the dependent variable as a function of

practitioner type, curriculum package, and/or the interaction of type and

package.

Experiment II was the classroom-trial component and represented the third of

three treatments to which practitioners were exposed. The classroom-trial

component provided the teachers with the greatest degree of familiarity.

Sixteen, teachers, eight in St. Louis and eight in Denver, implemented one of

two possible curriculum packages with their students during a four week

period.

Figure 3 shows the design of Experiment II. To maximize between teacher

variability en the dependent variable teachers were matched on several

dimensions.
8

8The teachers were initially screened for volunteers showing an active _

interest in arts materials and/or aesthetic education. Classroom variables
used as criteria for matching teachers were: type of contact with- students
(i.e., self contained classroom [CT] vs. itinerant [IT], chronological age
range of pupils effected by experimental treatment. The feasibility of
field management was a major factor in the determination of the geographical
distribution of the participants.

10



Figure 3

Design of Experiment Ili Phase I

St; Louis

N 8

CT1 CT2 ITi

Denver

8

Package

JAS

j

CT CT-6 ITi IT

To study the effects of different curriculum materials on teachers'

judgments about adaptations, two dissimilar curriculum packages were

selected for use in the classroom trials. All participants in Experiment II

had had prior exposure to the selected curriculum packages.

11 17



The curriculum packages selected were Creating Characterization and Creating

Word Pictures. The packages were composed of dislmilar types of materials

(e.g.; Creating Word Pictures contained student word books; game cards and

game sheets; and workskeets; Creating Characterization contained a

filmstrip; theatrical gels; a record; a wall chart; self- and

peer-evaluation sheets; masks; and an "emotion book.").

The Characterization Package focuses heavily on articulating the affective --

feelings and ideas. It affords the students a broad range of open-ended

responses The activities often require performances for an audience; It

has been assessed as "easy" to adapt.
9

Creating_WDrd_Ricturas_ is composed of individualized; cognitively oriented

activities. While imagination plays a large role in the exercises; the

responses are less open-ended as they are constrained by accepted word

meanings. It has been assessed as "difficult" to adapt.

Both Characterizattom and Word Pictures_ rely for responses on multi-sensory

modalities.

A set of implementation guidelines; called Classroom 'Hal Instructions; was

developed to insure consistent treatment across teachers;
1

Some of the

gSee Technical Memorandum #SE-10 for explanation of rating scheme.

1 See Appendix for Classroom Trial Instructions.



major concerns over implementation were that the materials get similar use

over the four-week trial period.

A range of usage from one to two hours per week was set:

a. To maintain the integrity of the curriculum package, the

guidelines required that the teachers not rearrange the sequence

of activities. However, rearrangement of the components of

individual activities particularly in terms of presentation was

condoned;

b. Since the nature of many of the activities would be altered

considerably by extreme changes in group size, a recommendation

was made concerning the number of students that should

participate in the activities.

c. During the course of the four-week classroom trial many changes

or considerations about the materials would undoubtedly be made.

To insure the assessibility and recollection of these changes or

considerations, the teachers were required to keep a brief log to

document their activities and thoughts. (See Appendix for

Activity Log.)

Instruments. The instrument developed to collect and compare teachers'

judgments concerning the adaptation of the curriculum packages was called

the "Adaptability Rating Form."

During the first year several versions of the instrument were subjected to

rigorous pilot testing, and modifications were made as a result of teacher

and project staff recommendations.

13 , g



The test version of the Adaptability Rating Form for Year I contained

several components: Packet 1 focused on the general, introductory material

of the curriculum package about which judgments are to be made. Th0 first

page of Packet 1 contained several orienting statements followed by

task-specific instructions. Packet 2 focused on specific student activities

with emphasis on teacher, student; and material concerns as they related to

the activities. Again, several orienting statements followed by

task-specific instructions were presented in the first page of the packet.

The last page of the Rating Form focused on the student materials for a

specific curriculum package. That is, in the case of the teachers judging

Point of View, the last page would be directed only to the student materials

from the Point of View package. Since a total of six curriculum packages

were used during Phase 1; six distinct pages of questions concerning student

materials were developed and administered;

Data Collection. Year I data collection activities yielded a considerable

volume of data: the 158 completed Adaptability Rating Forms contained more

than 22,000 pieces of information that required coding. Extensive activity

logs were completed by each of the 16 teachers participating in the

classroom trials. Further, there was an assortment of pilot data from work

done on instrument development, informal interviews with teachers,

observations, and personal communications with project consultants.

Analyses and Results: Year I

Management of data from the Rating Form was accomplished by dividing the

Form into two parts, corresponding to the type of data yielded: Part 1,

Quantitative and Part 2; Qualitative.

14
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The Quantitative data consisted of 48 variables including some demographic

figures on each participant (i.e;, experience; training; population

taught). Quantitative responses in the form of forced choice questions and

Likert-type rating scales were recorded from questions lb; lc, and llai

lib; in Packet I and questions 1, 2 and 6 in Packet II. Quantitative data

from a work session evaluation form, administered after each work session

were also recorded;

A coding scheme was developed and pilot tested; Three coders were trained;

and they recorded the quantitative responses on 80 column Fortran Coding

Forms; The data were subsequently key-punched onto computer cards and basic

statistical programs were written and run.

Similarly, the qualitative data consisting of open-ended responses in the

form of "Additional Comments" and "Recommendations," were coded;

key-punched, and programmed.

The range of responses to the open-ended questions required the development

of an elaborate content-analysis coding scheme;

A hierarchy was developed so that responses could be ordered along a

continuum of extensiveness. An assumption made was that more extensive

responses would yield more information about how to adapt the curriculum

materials. Verbosity was accounted for so as not to confound extensiveness

with length of response. The responses ranged from general, neutral comments



With little relation to the question or materials, to comments composed of a

critique of the materials and/or instructional methods supported by a

rationale, and followed by a recommendation for adaptation. (See Figure

A Recommendation Matrix; similar to the matrices developed during the

"Fishbowl" workshops was constructed from the domain of recommendations

gat[ipred in Experiment 1;11 After the extensiveness of a respondent's

comments was determined; the specific recommendations were coded utilizing

the Recommendation Matrix (see Figure 5);

Coding Specifications
Extensiveness of Comments

Figure

Hierarchy of Comments

Cade Content of Responses

01

Or .
No comment

General, neutral comment with little relation to question
Or materials and no new information

03. General expression of satisfaction (e2.. Yes.)

04 General exoressiOn of dissatisfaction (eg.. 'no')

C:CE CRIIITUE EXPLANATION PECOMMENNT:oN

OS + 0 0

06 0 0

ca -0 x 0

09 X 0

1S 0 x 0

07 0 0 x

12 + 0 X

13 0 X

14 0 x i
10 X X

11 x x

11See Technical Memorandum SE-02 Fishbowl: Summary of_a_Wiark_shiap_za
Gathering Teachers' Ideas about Adapting for Special Education Classes-;
October 25; 1978;



Figure #5-

a

RECOMMENDAT/CN MATRIX

_01 02 _ 03 _614 05 06 07 08 09
Omit Substitute Simplify Clarify Add Modify Repeat Expand Decrease

1. Teacher Assistance

2. Teacher Information

3. Teacher Directions

4. Expectations for Student Outcomes

5. Teacher Evaluation

6 Adult Help

7; Suggestions for Specific Handicaps

6; Mode of Presentation

9. Group Size

10. Pacing/Time Limitt

11. Sequencing

12: Indivitivalzing Instruction

13. Environmental Organization

14. Structure of Activity

15. Student Interaction

16; Sensory experiences -- Auditory

17: Sensory Experiences -- Tactile

18. Sensory Experiences -- Visual

19. Sensory Experiences -- Kinesthetic

20. Peer Tutor/Teaming

21. Written Materials

22. Manipulatives

23. Visual Format

24. Examples/Illustrations/Objects;

25. SupPlemental Activities

26. Reinforcement Activities

27; Language

26; Warmup Activities

29. Student Self-Evaluation Procedures

30. Mode of Response

31. Other

17
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Summary of Results

The design of Year I focused on identifying and estimating the efficiency

and effectiveness of practitioners' judgments with respect to the

instructional characteristics of materials and the adaptation of those

materials to special education classrooms. Initial investigations were

designed to provide a basis fe, distinguishing the content and implications

of teachers' judgments from those provided by curciculum specialists.

In general, it was hypothesized that both teachers and curriculum

specialists can provide judgments and comments which are pedagogically

important to the development of a methodology for adaptation, and the cost

and time implications of actually making adaptations.

More specifically; it was hypothesized that increasing degrees of

familiarity would yield different quantities and kinds of judgments about

adapting materials. The hypothesis was tested by comparing responses to the

Adaptability Rating Form;

Perusal of the data yielded some anticipated and some unexpected results.

In general; of the three treatment levels; the classroom trials appeared to

have the greatest impact on teachers' perceptions of their own adaptation

12 Specific results and detailed descriptive information can be found in
the technical memoranda series previously submitted. A listing of the
technical memoranda is located in the Appendix.

18



;

involvement, as well as on teachers' ability to assess several crucial

dimensions of curriculum materials. The trials seemed to increase the

skepticism or caution toward an unconditioned acceptance of the curriculum

materials.

Tentatively; the data confirmed the educational adage that "hands-on"

activities result in more meaningful learning experiences; Further; one

could argue that the combined effects of Treatment Level 3, which involved

use of new materials and record-keeping of the ways in which the materials

were implemented; facilitated the teachers' reflections on their own

classroom activities with respect to materials; These reflections; in turn,

were measured as increases in the teachers' awareness or sensitivity to the

amount and extent of adaptations in which they were engaged;

An unexpected result was the apparent inflationary impact of Treatment Level

2 (work session) on teachers' judgments of the general suitability or

appropriateness of the curriculum materials; That effect surfaces in the

question concerning amount of teacher information as a greater tendency for

the Treatment Level 2 group to respond that there is "more than enough

information." Results of both the "Sequencing and Rate" question and

"Appropriateness" question show a tendency for the Treatment Level 2 group

toward an inflated assessment of the materials either as "suitable;" in the

case of the sequence question, or "appropriate without change;" in the

appropriateness question.



As noted; the qualitative data; which consisted of teachers' comments and

recommendations; were content analyzed according to fifteen categories.
13

A general pattern of the way in which responses were distributed was

obtained by calculating the frequency of responses found in the fifteen

"extensiveness" categories;

The distribution of responses suggested the collapse of the original 15

categories into seven categories. Figure 6 shows the correspondence between

the original category labels and the recorded category labels.

With the recorded value labels; responses were tabulated to determine the

relative frequency of comments in each of the seven "extensiveness"

categories; This method provided general information concerning

participants' tendencies toward more extensive or less extensive treatment

of issues raised in the Adaptability Rating Form;

Figure 7 presents a rank-ordering of the relative frequency of six of the

seven "extensiveness" categories.

The data indicated that nearly half (48%) of the time participants offered

no comment at all; Of the responses offered; more than half (59%) contained

a recommendation concerning the treatment of an issue raised in the Rating

Form, And nearly two-thirds (65%) of the responses containing a

recommendation also included a critique of the materials, and/or an

explanation justifying the recommendation.

T3TM SE-14 describes the content analysis procedure and the categories
developed;
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Figure 6 Recode of Category Labels

Recodfal Category Label Original Code Original Label

1 No CunTent 01 No Cosa to

2 General Car:tient 02 neral,neutral comment on new information
03 eneral expression of satisfaction
04 henerai expression of dissatisfaction

3 Critique or Explanation only 05 Positive critique
06 Negative critique
15 Explanation only

4 Critique and Explanation 08 Positive critique or explanation
09 Negative critique or explanation

5 Recommendation only 07 ftccarendation only

6 Critique or-Explanation with 12 Positive critique with reccerendation
Rteomnendatlon 13 Negative_critique with recommendation

14 Explanation with recPerendation

7 Critique with Explanation and 10 Positive cri tique;exolanation irecocrnendatio
Ribrofrt*idi tiOn 11 Negative critique;explanationirecomenciacio

21.
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Figure 7 Rank Order of Extensiveness Categories

Category Code Category LabeI Relative - Frequency Absolute Frequency
(PCT)

5 Recommendation Only 21 608

7 Critique, Ekplanation, and 20 573
ReCOMMendation

2 General COMMent - NO new 20 568
Information

6 Critique or Explanation with 18 520
ReCOmmentation

3 Critique or Explanation Only 12 347

Critique with Explanation 09 266

190-%-

It seems that the participants that did respond to an issue would; more

often than not, invest some amount of time in that response and evaluate the

materials (coded as critique); suggest a means for dealing with the issue

(coded as recommendation); as well as provide a rationale for their

recommendation and/or critique (coded as explanation).

Approximately one-fifth (20%) of the participants that did respond, however,

provided general comments with little or no relevant information about the

issues raised on the Rating Form.

One clear implication for the refinement of the Adaptability Rating Form was

that comments and recommendations concerning materials and rationales from

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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participants should be strongly encouraged; The importance of the

practitioners' input must be recognized.'

The nature of the experimental design demands that caution be exhibited when

interpreting the results; Because the instrument was administered to the

same individuals over three treatment levels; it might be argued that some

of the variation in responses might be based on the effects of practice. It

could be argued; however; that the time between measures was great enough to

rule out attributing the variance in scores to practice effect.

A second criticism is that the tasks to be addressed in the Adaptability

Rating Form might be viewed as different stimuli at each point of

measurement. That is; teachers in Level l; who were involved no work

session or prior exposure to the materials; might be responding to the

questions from a general standpoint. Subsequently; each exposure, with its

consequent greater degree of familiarity; would result in responses that

were progressively more focused on the materials used in the experiment.

anticipation of such a problem; identical directions were given each time

the intrument was administered;

1-I

The experimental design for Year II contrasted three conditions under which

responses from four types of school practitioners are evaluated. The

criteria for evaluation; as established in Year I; were:



a. variables which bear directly on the instructional

characteristics of the materials

b. variables which index the costs of the suggested adaptations

variables which index the time to make the suggested adaptations

Figure 8 shows the experimental design The three experimental conditions

are shown in the Figure as Treatment Levels 1, 2, and 3. (Treatment Level 1

is the introductory reviews consisting of having the participants examine a

set of curriculum materials as though looking at a materials catalog.

Treatment 2 represents the work session in which participants are

familiarized with the materials. Treatment Level 3 is the classroom trial

component of the design. Teachers implement and adapt the aesthetic

education curriculum materials in their classrooms.)

The Adaptability Rating Form was adtinistered after each treatmen-L

Participants responded by making judgments and offering recommendations

concerning adaptations of the curriculum materials. In contrast to Year I,

a different group of participants was involved in each of the treatments.

AS Figure 8 indicates, four groups (at both sites) participated in Treatment

Levels 1 and 2. The population of teachers was expanded to include regular

classroom teachers with mainstreamed students, art/music teachers; and

art/music supervisors; special education teachers and supervisors. Figure 9

shows the expanded population. Increased costs of a more complex design and

data collection scheme prohibited study of the effects of Treatment Level 3

at the Colorado site during Year II.
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Teacher 'Ames

Group 1 Group II

Classroom Teachers:
Itinerant- Teachers:Special Education (:t5) (ITS) special EduCition

Classroom Teachers:
Regular (CTR) Art and KiSie Teachers

Key

CTS and ITS represent both special education teachers working with one or more
handicapping conditions.

cri representt a regular classroom _teacher with mainstreamed special education
Stucenta of varied hanoicapping conditions.

AMT represents an art And music teacher having had some experience with special
education smUdents.
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Four of the six Aesthetic Education Program (AEP) curriculum packages used

during Year I were selected for use in the second year of the Project.

Reduction in the number of materials was necessitated by the increased

complexity of the research design; Criteria for selection was based on a

general concern for maintaining longitudinal consistency throughout the

project; The packages selected for Year II include the two packages used in

the classroom trials during the first year. Selection was based; in part;

on practitioners' ratings of the general appropriateness; adaptability; and

appeal of the curriculum materials with respect to the expanded handicapped

population;. The broadest range of AEP materials was represented through the

packages selected; The four packages tapped four different art forms;

Variations in the dependent variables as a function of practitioner type;

curriculum packages; and/or the interaction of type and package were

experimentally controlled by random assignment of subject by type) to the

packages;
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Instruments. The test version of the Adaptability Rating Form, as in Year

I, contained several components. Nevertheless; the number of pages was

reduced by more than 50%; a fact enthusiastically greeted by the users. The

first six questions were general in nature while the last seven were more

specific. Questions one through six focused on general goals and

objectives; amount of information; instructional techniques; management

concerns, and evaluation methods. Questions seven through fourteen focused

on specific, graduated goals and materials; with respect to the cognitive;

perceptual, language, physical; and social skills of the students. A sample

of actual activities was also evaluated in terms of management and

instructional t chniques; sequencing, amount of material, time allotment,

and evaluation procedures.

A major change was made in the form of each question; There were three

parts. Part 1 required a judgment about the materials and techniques as

they arc presented in the package; Page 2 required an explanation of the

rating in Part 1. Part 3 required a recommendation for adapting the

materials or techniques; Judgments were indicated by checking along a

Likert-type scale and the explanation and recommendation parts to the

question are open-ended; The three-part design of the questions evolved

from analyses and interpretation of Year I data. Responses from

participants could be separated into these three categories. It made sense

to structure subsequent questions in a way that might facilitate the natural

response patterns of the practitioners and in a way that might help them

articulate their ideas and feelings.
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When completing the Adaptability Rating Form, participants were asked to

indicate the type and grade level of the students for whom their judgments

and recommendations would be made. This aided in comparing responses

pertaining to the appropriateness and adaptability of a set of curriculum

materials from practitioners dealing with different populations.

For the project in general; the significance of the changes was that

refinements were accomplished without forfeiting the consistency of the form

of the data from Year I to Year II. From the standpoint of the

practitioner, the significance of the refinements in the Adaptability Rating

Form rests in its reduced complexity, its concretization, and the time

required for completion. Based on staff, study group, and actual user

evaluations; the refined Adaptability Rating Form was considerably more

manageable and better suited to the needs of school personnel than the

instrument used during Year I.

Development of an Observation Form and an interview schedule was necessary

to fUlfiL the design requirements for Treatment Level 3. Furthermore, data

from Year I indicated that most teachers had only fragmented conceptions of

the complexity and pervasiveness of adaptation activities. This was true

even for teachers who engaged often in adaptations. To gain further

insights into the activities teachers engage in while adapting curriculum

materials; and also to test the validity of Year I findings; an

observational system was developed and implemented in Year II.
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In keeping with the field-based research philosophy of the project, project

Staff collaborated with practitioners during the development of the

Observation and Interview Forms. Treatment Level 3 was partitioned into

three parts in order that the teachers involved in classroom trials would

have experiences similar to those of Treatment Levels 1 and 2 participants.

Parts a and b of the Treatment Level 3 were designed as condensed

replications of Treatment Levels 1 and 2.

After participation in the work sessions (Parts a and b of Treatment Level

3), arrangements were made with teachers for systematic observations to be

conducted during the time in which the materials were used.

Treatment Level 3 was conducted in St. Louis during December 1979 and

continued during January and February 1980. Twelve teachers were involved.

A set of implementation guidelines; called Classroom Trial Instructions;

were administered to strengthen the consistency of curriculum implementation

across teachers.

The consistency desired was not aimed at insuring similar implementation;

but at insuring that the teachers understood the purposes of the project,

the goals of the materials; and that the integrity of the curriculum package

be maintained. While a range of usage from one to two hours per week was

established, a good deal of latitude was afforded the teachers so that the

AEP materials and activities would more easily fit established instructional

schedules.
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While the Observation Form was designed for ease of use by school personnel

with a variety of curriculum materials; it was important to guard against

misunderstanding and to insure the reliability of teachers' responses. A

list of operational definitions of all observational categories was

provided; Observer training sessions were held to review the basic

principles of observational techniques; to provide an orientation to the

;

Observational Form; and to establish consistency in standards of information

collection; Four observers were involved in this activity.

The Observation Form used for Treatment Level 3 was specific to the two REP

packages used in the classroom trials; The form ultimately became a

checklist that was completed during the course of each lesson; It was

completed by the observer while the teacher was implementing the curriculum

package; The teacher completed the form immediately after the lesson.

The Observation Form was constructed as a matrix representing the range of

materials included in the curriculum package under consideration and several

central dimensions on which student-teacher interactions can be observed.

Figure 10 presents the observation matrix; The left column consists of a

list of materials included in the package and several response (for the

student) and presentation (for the teacher) dimensions.

Across the top of the matrix are four categories into which any set of

materials can be broken. By pairing horizontal with vertical categories;
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specific aspects of the curriculum package; e.g.; the materials; the mode of

presentation; kinds of response; evaluation; etc.; can be assessed;

To measure the quantity and quality of adaptations seen by the observer and

perceived by the participating teacher, a single observation checklist was

constructed to correspond to each activity in the package. This was

accomplished by indicating on the Observation Form the materials and events

suggested in the Teacher's Guide.

The Observation Form contained a predetermined system of factoring out the

activity and material prescribed for the teachers in each of the AEP Teacher

Guides. In Figure 10 many of the cells are partially shaded; A shaded cell

indicates the activity or material was prescribed by the Teacher Guide. A

check by the observer or teacher under the shaded portion of the cell

indicates that the teacher complied with the Guide. A check made under a

blank cell indicates an adaptation was made. If an adaptation is indicated,

a second check is placed in the Methods of Adaptation Matrix and an

explanation to clarify the adaptation is recorded in the appropriate space

on the back of the form;

Analysis-1nd Results. Year II

Analysis of the Adaptability Rating Form Year II was organized in a manner

similar to that of Year I. The responses were grouped as either

quantitative or qualitative and analyzed separately.
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The Year II test version of the Adaptability Rating Form was composed of

questions specifically designed to encourage teachers to make

recommendations for how they would adapt curriculum materials to the needs

of their students.

Bated on the categories developed in Year I, an extensiveness hierarchy was

constructed consisting of four categories. Figure 11 shows the

EXtensiveness Hierarchy.

A training session was held in which reliability was establithed among five

staff members for content analysis of responses to the Adaptability Rating

Form:

The frequency of responses in each extensiveness category was tabulated with

respect to treatment level and type of practitioner:

The proportion of specific recommendations to comments with no usable

information contrasts with the pattern found in year I.14 Much of the

increase in the number of recommendations may be attributed to refinements

in the format and administration of the Adaptability Rating Form.

The data indicated that in Year II the number of times "no comment" was

Offered was reduced by more than one half; less than one quarter (22%) of

the responses were "no comment" responses;

14S-be Tethnital Memorandum #SE=17:__Findings of Year I for Specific
InfOrMatibn about the Qualitative Analysis;
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Figure 11

Extensiveness Hierarchy

Code Content of Response

I No Comment/Little Information

No comment at all or a brief expression of satisfaction

or dissatisfaction.

...

2 Comment With General information

Comment contains information of little help to someone
interested in adapting the materials. The comment is
often complimentary Or the mateials.

3 Specific Recommendations - Teacher Focus

Comment is specific'to materials and population,

but provides information pertaining to teacher

needs, other uses for teachers, teaching strategies, etc.

4 Specific Recommendations - Student Focus

Comment is specific to materials and provides information,

about behavi6r, skills of particular populations of

students.
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Specific Recommendations were offered more than twice as many times as

general comments (general comments offered 25% of total compared to 'specific

recommendations offered 53% of total).

The trends revealed were consistent with Year I findings: participation in

actual classroom trials with curriculum materials will result in greater

numbers and more specific recommendations than participation in introductory

or in-depth work sessions.

Examination of their daily observations/adaptation forms
15

shows that

teachers had recommendations and/or adaptations for multiple facets of

almost every activity implemented.

Interesting differences across treatment levels emerged with respect to the

focus of the recommendations. In all three treatments the recommendations

focusing on teacher concerns outweighed the recommendations focusing on

student concerns. However; there was an increase in recummendations

focusing on student concerns after the classroom trials (Treatment 3).

Examination of the Adaptability Observation Form magnifies the trend showing

a dramatic increase :n recommendations corcerning student needs after

implementing the materials in the classroom

In surveying variations among the different types of practitioners;

classroom teachers (CTR) with :mainstreamed students provided the greatest

amount of information in proportion to comments with no information.

1 Technical Memorandum 29 presents the results in detail.
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Except for the art/music teachers; the most frequently occurring comments

were recommendations focusing on the teacher (e.g.; management strategies;

-how to group students; evaluation techniques; how to present materials;

where the materials would fit into the school day; etc;). Of all

practitioners; the classroom teachers with mainstreamed students (CTR) had

the greatest percentage of teacher recommendations.

Aside from minor variations; a few of which have been cited; the classroom

teachers in regular and special education settings and the itinerant

teachers showed similar response patterns. The art/music teachers offered a

greater percentage of responses with no comments and fewer specific

recommendations.

Differences in the focus of practitioners' recommendations provide vital

contributions in the adaptability process. A clear implication is that any

attempt to select a team to make generalizable adaptations for a school or a

school system should take into consideration the importance of the multiple

perspectives represented by various types of practitioners.

Another source of information about the teachers came from analyses of the

Teacher Information Survey (TIS). Over 390 teachers were surveyed. The TIS

was designed to a) identify a sample of volunteeror the Adaptability

Project Year II activities; b) secure commitments from prospective

participants; and c) provide profiles of participating and nonparticipating

teachers.
16

It was administered prior to participation in project

activities.

16TM #26 and #27 present detailed descriptions of the analyses.

36,
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The data show fairly consistent patterns of experience across the four types

of teachers. The greatest degree of experience across all types of teachers

is with the learning disabled population. The second greatest area of

experience for all but the classroom teacher in regular education exists

with the mentally retarded:

Some of the findngs showed that with respect to the volunteers:

1. Most of the experience of classroom and itinerant teachers in

both regular and special education comes from working with one,

two, or three exceptionalities. In contrast; the arts and music

teachers gain a major portion of their experience working in a

greater number of areas.

2. All four types of teachers have gained most of their experience

in primary and intermediate settings. Slightly more experience

has been gained through work in primary settings by the classroom

itinerant teachers.

3. The classroom teacher/special education and itinerant teachers

show similar patterns of experience in all three content areas.

About half of both types have had somewhere between one and four

courses in curriculum methods and the arts; Almost all of the

teachers in both groups had nine or more courses in special

education; In contrast to the course work of the special

education classroom teachers and itinerant teachers, almost half

the art/music teachers have had no curriculum methods or special

education courses. One hundred percent of the art/music teachers

have had nine or more courses in the arts.
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4 Approximately two-thirds of the classroom teachers in regular

education have had one to four courses in special education.

One-third have had one to four courses in curriculum methods and

another one-third have had nine or more courses in curriculum

methods. More than E0% of the classroom teachers in regular

education have had one to four courses in art.

5 Of the four teacher types, art /music teachers indicate that they

make new materials most often;

. Itinerant teachers make adaptations on published materials more

often than the other teacher types.

7. All four teacher types rarely use published materials without

making changes.

8. In terms of attitudes; art/music teachers appear to be most

inclined to enjoy making frequent adaptations of materials.

9. The classroom teachers and itinerants working in special

education make changessin the amount of materials more often than

do the other teacher types.

10. The difficulty level of curriculum materials is most often

altered by classroom teachers in special education.

11. Art/music teachers appear to make the most sequence changes of

the four teacher types.

12. Classroom and itinerant teachers in both special and regular

education settings make slightly more changes in mode of response

than do the art/music teachers.
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13. A large majority of the teachers involved in the project had only

recently entered the teacher profession. This fact may have

implications for future selection of participants for field

studies.

The most specific information regarding changz in the curriculum materials

is obtained and found in the Adaptability Observation Sheets. During the

classroom trials of November and December 1979 and January 1980 observation

sheets were completed by teachers and observers for every lesson taught.

During the spring of 1980, a format was developed to summarize the

observation data from the 12 participating teachers.
17 The summary form

provided a means for viewing the range of adaptations on any activity

specified in the teachers' guides.

The data extracted and summarized from the actual observations was used in

the development of the Adaptability Handbook,,

Design for Year III

While the primary task of Year III was the development and production of the

Adaptability Handbook and Guidebooks, some classroom trials of the AEP

materials did occur. The classroom trials were incorporated into the Year

III activities to continue gathering adaptation recommendations and

information from the broadest possible range of practitioners and student

populations.

The summary form can be found in Technical Memorandum #28. The entire
set of summary forms on the 12 participating teachers can be found in
Technical Memorandum #29.
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The classroom trials during Year III were conducted in six classrooms with

students who were orthopedically and multiple-handicapped and hearing

impaired. The students ranged from six years to sixteen years of age.

The AEP materials; &eating Characterization - and Word Pictures; were used in

Year III; as in Years I and II.

Creating Characterization

lteam 2teaml
[

3

YEAR III

Classroom Trials

Word Pictures

There were several conditions in Year III that differed from those of the

first two years of classroom trials: in four of the six classrooms; lessons

were taught by teacher teams. Furthermore; five of the six classrooms were

in the same building; As suggested by the teachers from previous years and

from analyses of the data; the teachers were strongly encouraged to talk

about and share with each other their experience with the AEP materials and

the adaptation attempts; This was fdcilitated by the team setting and the

proximity of the classrooms.
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The teachers were required to complete a Strategy for Adapting Log
1

that

described their use of and changes made on the AEP materials. Observations

of the six classrooms were made by a single observer on a rotating basis.

Analysis and Resulte.: Yea-_ III

The data collected from the teachers' logs and observation notes were used

to enlarge the pool of adaptation recommendations for activities covered in

the Handbook;

A content analysis of the adaptations revealed several additional insights

not clearly articulated during Years I and II:

1. Single adaptations seemed appropriate for many kindS of

students. That is, changes made on the manipulatives for the

orthopedically handicapped students, for example, were often

identical to the changes made for the behaviorally disordered.

2. The team approach.in a classroom seems to have a multiplier

effect on the adaptations that occur. When teachers work

together they seemed particularly adept at building on each

Other's ideas. They often turned near failures into successful

and enthusiastic adaptation;

3. Planning adaptations is deceptive. Many teachers -commented about

their experiences with elaborate adaptation plans that didn't

work when implemented; Some suggested that the adaptations are

quite situation-specific. The success of an adaptation seemed to

be dependent on meeting the student's needs, but always in the

context of the classroom and the general ambience of the day.

I8A sample Of the Strategies for Adapting Log is located in the Handbook.
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Summary of Findings

Year L

1. The classroom trials appear to increase teachers' sensitivity to

curriculum adaptation and to provide a clearer understanding of the

suitability of a given curriculum to student needs.

2. Greater familiarity with the curriculum materials (measured in terms

of more use) yields more frequent and a greater range of adaptations.

3. Classroom teachers provide more frequent and more specific

recommendations for adaptation than curriculum supervisors.

Supervisors are in the best position to communicate and

dissemination adaptability information;

5. Documenting adaptations through the use of an activity log increases

the number and specificity of recommendations.

6. Generally, articulated recommendations are difficult to solicit.

Year II

1. Compared with two types of work sessions, classrom, trials yielded

the most extensive and concrete recommendations.

2. itinerant teachers compared to regular classroom teachers and arts

and music teachers, most frequently adapt published materials.

3. AMT make new materials more often than CTR, ITS, CTS.*

4. The most adapters are ITS and CTS. When they adapt, they most often

change the amount of material.

*AMT = Arts and Masic Teachers CTS = Classroom Teachers in

CTR t Classroom Teachers in Regular School Special Educatio
ITS . Itinerant Teachers in Special Education

Setting
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5. Other ways that practitioners frequently adapt materials are:

changes in the difficulty level, changes in the sequence, and

changes in the student mode of response.

Year III

1. The majority of adaptations focus on basic skill areas.

2. Peer teacher teams in the same building yield more frequent and a

broader variety of adaptations than do teachers using the materials

by themselves.

3. Teachers frequently comment that a vehicle to assist in curriculum

adaptation would be helpful.

4. Establishing communication channels across departments or sites for

large-scale adaptations presents many logistical problems.

5. Teachers confirm that a step-by-step adaptability handbook would

help facilitate communication and management of large-scale

adaptations.



Selection and Use of the Materials
in Relation to Student Outcomes

The intention of the project was to provide arts materials for special

students that had been successfully implemented by non-arts teachers for

regular students. The project outcomes indicated that the materials with

adaptations could be used with a wide range of handicapped students. About

the materials, it was found that:

1. Ten out of the twelve available sets of materials could be used with

adaptation.

2. Six out of the ten sets of materials were rated by teachers.

3. Two sets of materials were adapted in classroom trials.

4. A set of general adaptations was provided by teachers in the

worksessions for four of the six sets.

5. Special-education teacher interest in using these aesthetic

materials seemed to parallel regular teacher interest, in that those

who felt comfortable teaching the arts, valued the arts; or had

positive student response to the activities; tended to give more

time and attention to the teaching of these aesthetic materials.

The only difference appeared to be that special education teachers

found it necessary to make adaptations.

Student Outcomes

Some comments by classroom trial teachers about effects on students were:

...about carryover: "sometimes it did carry over. If we had written a
story...a lot of times the kids would bring up something later on...so it
was carried on in that way."
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"A lot of the basic concepts in the materials are carried over into other
instructions, particularly in terms of expressive writing skills and
sentence construction; It was beneficial."

"The kids were very excited about the kit; even one kid who denies all
negative emotions joined right in."

"They had fun with the more unusual matches; explaining what they
imagined their new words to be and how it would look, sound, etc...."

"These materials improved my kid's creativity."

"I started seeing more parents coming back again. Forcing them into
coming and observing and seeing how things were...It was just
interesting..."

"I felt the children had absorbeda great deal and I noted the- difference
between before I taught it and afterwards. It was a tremendous
difference."

"It helped some of the kids, improve their sentence writing..."

"Ithought I got the kids with the kit-7a good way to_losok at faces and
bodies to have emotions; which is what I was hoping they'd get out of
it..."

"I think they had fun...

"Increase in their output; you know verbal; more varied descriptions;
becoming more descriptive; for them to start thinking more about things
rather than just giving me one or two words about things..."

"I think the kids got a lot cut of it..."

"I saw a lot more verbal responses."

"She's able to come out a lot more than she was before..."

Specific student outcomes were difficult to measure and more than the scope

Of the project could include. However, specific student outcomes as measured

by project participants functioned to modify the types of adaptations that

ultimately resulted from the classroom trials. A. more in-depth evaluation of

individual student outcomes and effects is still needed. As indicated in the
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original proposal, arts materials available for the handicapped are limited.

For many of the students the activities provided by this project and the

materials given to the classroom-trial teachers allowed for arts experiences

that had never before occurred. The project itself introduced arts materials

and concepts to over 250 teachers of special students. Many teachers who

were not in the classroom trials borrowed the materials from the materials

resource center in their school after the worksession.

The following is a statement provided by one of the worksession teachers who

chose to use the materials in her classroom.

"Conclusions I could not escape as a result of this unit were:

1. Because it was highly motivating, the student's book was
readable Oven to those who tested at first grade reading
level. They quickly learned words like photography,
photograph, photographer, point, view, etc., and remembered
them each day.

2. The change of material, format, and presentation acted as a
StiMUNS fer learning to take place. They came- charging into
the lab -each day, eager to get at the day's lesson; I had no_

discipline problems.

3. Because they read -in -small groups, they benefited from peer

contact. They helped each other, and I acted mostly as
facilitator.

4. When the unit was over and they went_back to their regularly
assigned work, they worked harder and more carefully than they
had been working before we stopped for the unit.

I am eager to try more -of thit kind:Of activity in -P.C. Lab. I feel that

it has enormous potential for sparking the student's interest, creating a
desire_to learn WhiCh, in -turn, leaves a residue of self confidence and
fulfillment which is invaluable to the P.C. student.

Thank yo' for spodtbringthe WOrkthOO. I, for one, would welcome more of
thiS kind of curriculum."
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In summary; teachers seemed initially hesitant to utilize aesthetic materials

with handicapped children because of the tremendous need to remediate so many

other core curriculum areas. However; at the project's conclusion, teachers

indicated that they found the materials quite useful for their students in

relation to other curriculum areas. They also reported student progress in

affect; self-expression; and creativity.

Product Development Based on Research OutcomeS

The Handbook and Supplementary Guides

"Field-initiated study" clearly describes the context of this project;

Adaptation is not a new idea for special educators; project participants have

said; Educators are continually adapting existing materials for a variety of

reasons; The context of the handbook is a result of teacher behavior;

knowledge, and experience with the project staff. The adaptation strategies

are not new or invented merely by those with good intentions. Rather, they

are products of classroom instruction. From the initial Fishbowl Activity

(Technical Memorandum) to year III classroom trials; the strategies came from

actual classroom activity;

Due to the emphasis on mainstreaming the trend toward non-categorization and

the expressed needs of the majority of teachers working with special students

(itinerant, resource, regular education); the handbook took its present form.

Developing a systematic approach that can be useful to many teachers was the

major goal of the project. The handbook is designed to be used to assist
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school districts or individual schools in adapting existing curricula for

special students. The teachers used CEMREL's Aesthetic Education Program

materials for the first time, and from their recommendations, supplementary

guides were developed and tested with other sets of teachers.

The steps in the process were derived from actual project activities. The

project staff acted as facilitators. It was clear from this experience that

the selection of an appropriate facilitator is crucial to the project's

success. There are two other essential elements to the process--

communication and coordination. Without these two elements, the adapters

adapt and other teachers continue to become frustrated and limited in their

ability to meet student needs. It is also necessary that teachers volunteer

their service in the project. Teachers who were drafted in Year I developed

resentment and responded in a limited fashion.

The synthesis meetings are one part of the sharing that project participants

and workshop participants stressed as essential for their own ability to

develop new approaches and improve their instructional strategies. The

synthesis meetings are also important for evaluating the adaptations.

Through these meetings the products are evaluated and refined prior to

developing the supplementary guide or materials to be implemented and tested

by other teachers;

The project staff met regularly in May 1980 to develop an outline for the

handbook and to determine the content. It was evident that the process

described should include recommendations for implementation, but it was

necessary to determine how much of the background information on the project;
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research findings; and literature review was necessary. The recommendation

of several administrators; inservice facilitators; and curriculum specialists

was to et to the process as quickly as possible and to include a liSt bf the

technical memoranda for those interested in project documentation in the

Appendix with information on memoranda might be obtained. It was also

suggested we provide options for each activity when appropriate.

Several curriculum and group facilitator handbooks were reviewed to collect

ideas for a format. Again; the consensus of appropriate school personnel was

for keeping the rhetoric brief and for describing each activity briefly.

As an outcome of a study group meeting; teacher interviews; and a meeting

involving Year I and Year II participants; it was recommended that the

adaptations be related to a basic skills profile rather than to the broader

categories of learning disabled; mentally retarded; or emotionally

disturbed; The teachers felt that the basic skills profile was

noneategorical and paralleled special teachers' program planning and task

analysis activities. Classroom teachers felt a basic skills profile would

help them become more familiar with special education vocabulary and help

them determine how to individualize instruction for mainstreamed students and

for students with other learning problems.

Teachers felt that a checklist with suggested adaptations would be helpful;

along with a guide suggesting those adaptations that would be most suitable

for various basic skills deficits. The program staff referred to the

outcomes of the Fishbowl Activities; -which describe what teachers do when
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they adapt materials and to the logs and observation data collected from the

classroom trialsi and so created the Strategies for Adaptation Log and

Guide. The second part of the.log asking for a description of the adaptation

was used in Year II classroom trials. Teachers judged it most useful and so

it was changed very little. The Strategies for Adaptation Log and Guide was

used by a team of special education teachers and classroom teachers from the

St. Louis city schools to adapt career education curriculum for mainstreamed

students in self-contained classrooms. The teachers were most enthusiastic

and felt the guide was extremely useful. They used the guide and the

suggested format for adapting curriculum.

When we determined that the classroom trial was the most appropriate method

of adapting curriculum materials it was also determined that a large number

of school personnel was not needed for adaptation. Although the work

sessions did not provide many suggestions for specific adaptationsi they did

provide a great deal of information about parts of the curriculum that needed.

adapting. The Rating Form was developed as a refinement of the original form

used to survey the curriculum users in a district. This information is to be

analyzed and provided to the adapters Who are members of the curriculum

users' population; The analyzed data provides a focus for adaptation.

The adapted lesson plan was developed to help teachers synthesize the

adaptations and put them in a useable format; Teachers need information that

is easy to follow and that can be easily incorporated into existing

curriculum guidebooks. The total approach is based on tearkers helping other

teachers; with the assistance of a facilitator;



The development of the supplementary guides for the AEP packages was a direct

outcome of the classroom trials and work sessions. AS noted; after review by

special education teachers and supervisors; ten out of twelve packages were

found acceptable for special education students and six of the ten were

selected for Work Sessions T and II; Year I. Four of the six were included

Tor Work SeJsions I and II; Year II. Two of the original six were used in

the classroom trials for all three years. All six packages were considered

adaptable; although some were easier to adapt than others. Throughout the

three years; two music teachers found the music package unacceptable due to a

;

conflict in philosophy; rather than any difficulty in adapting for special

children; The age and nature of the student's disability required one

classroom trial teacher to drep out. Her students were behaviorally

disordered adolescent boys; and the teacher said the students felt the

activities were juvenile; She felt if she had started with a different

approach; the reaction may have been different; but she admitted that there

was no turning back. Another teacher used the same materials (Pre inq

Cilar_a_c_terizatilaa) with five- and six-year old students who were performing at

a much lower level. She found that she could use the basic concepts but had

to substantially revise the curriculum becauise of the low ability of her

students;

Generally; the materials were well received; All classroom trial teachers

received an AEP unit of their choice as an incentive for participating. This

gesture of reinforcement helped compensate teachers for their time investment

and to attempt to insure on-going arts activities in these schools.
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The production of the supplementary guides are a direct result of successful

classroom adaptations over the tnree years. Adaptations were consolidated

into the four major categories--teacher presentation; student behaviors;

materials; and evaluation. Adaptations were matched to skill deficits and

put into the format developed over the three years in the field. The project

staff matched the outcomes of the classroom trials to the outcomes of the

work session just to be sure no good ideas were missed. As stated earlier;

the classroom trials produced a greater number of adaptations; more concise

adaptations, and adaptations that related directly to specific student needs

than had been produced earlier.

Project staff reviewed the adaptations for change in content. The

adaptations were true to t'-,e content, in general; although there was some

shift in emphasis to accomodate working with the aesthetics of daily life, as

opposed to studying the aesthetic elements in the arts. The shift in focus

appeared to depend on teacher level of skill and experience in teaching arts

activities. For example; in using Cresting Characterization; more attention

was given to the expression of one's fielings in daily activities than to the

study of character development by professional actors.
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III. STUDY GROUP

A study group; composed of the project director; project staff; and five

consultants; was established during the beginning weeks of the project.

Study group members provided guidance about the potential adaptability

process on individual units of instruction from their different profesional

and pedagogical perspectives; They also reviewed the total scope of work for

Year I, and gave advice on how to maintain the goals of the project;

The following project staff members comprised the study group:

Jerilynn Changar; Curriculum Coordinator

Jerome Davis, Project Director

Michael Edenhart-Pepe; Research/Evaluation Specialist

Sue Harvath; Site Coordinator (St; Louis; Missouri)

on Miller; Director; Research Studies

Carolyn Spearman Nelson; Site Coordinator (Jefferson County School
District, Colorado)

The project consultants and study group members represented areas of arts

instruction in general. Specifically; they represented educaon for the

handicapped, elementary education; special education; and program design and

evaluation. They were the following:

Sandra Cooke, Editors Comenius; Inc., Weston; Connecticut

Diane Davenport, Supervisor of Music; School District of University pity,
University City, Missouri

RawleySilver; Adjunct Associate Professor, College of New Rochelle,_
Graduate School Departments of Art and Special Education, New Rochelle,
N.zw York
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David Sabatinc; Chairman; Department of Special Education, Southern
Illinois University; Carbondale; Illinois

Richard Wolfe, Director; The Ontario Institute for Studies in Education;
Department of Measurement; Evaluation and Computer Applications; Toronto,
Canada

The study group was to meet as a whole three times during Year I at the

beginning; middle; and end of the year. In addition; study group members

were to meet individually or in small teams with the project staff to conduct

their work.

Initially the study group provided input regarding the direction and focus of

Year I in regard to the selection of the population and level of disability

for Year I; the number of sets of AEP materials that could be adequately

evaluated; questions to be asked; and implications for Year II and III.

Although the study group meeting was profitable in Year I; there were several

reasons for a change in procedure throughout the project.

Each study group member represented a different level of intereste and

expertise in relation to the project (e.g. researcher; special education

supervisor; art specialist; specialist in research and teaching visual arts

for the hearing impaired, university special education department head).

General is'Ales were attended to by the group. Specific issues; also

addressed; were the design of the rating form; analysis of data organization

of the work session; and review of the handbook; However; it was felt that

the three study-group meetings a year was an ambitious schedule;
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As a result of the experience, the project staff came to two conclusions:

1. The study group members provided more useful information when the

focus of their involvement was quite specific.

Additional qualified school personnel could contribute in the

capacity of a study group member and provide recommendations to

reinforce those of the study group and involve school district

supervisory and administrative personnel who would be in a position

to facilitate the process;

The data was collected and analyzed for each year. :Problems and potential

revisions were identified and feedback from the work sessions and classroom

trials were presented to a group of school personnel and to one or two

study group members. The school personnel always included some past

participants and some new participants. At each session participants

received a progress report and update of the project activities. Packets of

information were sent to the participants prior to each meeting with a set of

questions and possible revisions for consideration. Each meeting included

eight to ten participants plus the project staff.

There were nine such meetings during the project, plus three reviews by mail;

along with several telephone conferences with individual study group

members. Some contributions or outcomes of these meetings were:

1. an emphasis on a non-categorical approach,

2; simplification of the rating form to include a checklist and a place

for comments and open-ended statements,



3; inclusion of more than one teacher in a building-team approach,

4. the handl)oOk format,

5. modification and clarification of the forms.

One meeting was held to obtain more information about school district

supervisory and adMinistrative personnel concerns and perceptions of the role

Of the facilitator. The participants for this meeting were three

special-ecucation supervisors, tnree elementary-school principals, and

project staff.

The following is a list of concerns written by the participants prior to the

meeting; Each participant had received a project abstract and summary, a

handbook excerpt; and the questionnaire.

The question was:

"When you think of facilitating a systematic approach for adapting

curriculum materials for handicapped students in your district or

school, what are you concerned about? (Do not say what_you think
others are concerned about, but only what concerns you.)"

Responses were:

"When Ithink of facilitating a systematic approach for adapting
curriculum materials for handicapped students in my district, one
concern is who will act as facilitator and what specifically will their

duties involve?"

"Will a program of this type conflict with Special School District
programs?"

"Which handicapping conditions will be offered instruction in these
curricula areas?"

"Who will implement the program in each school?"
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"Who will provide the teacher training? When would it take place?
What opportunity would be provided for on-going evaluation and
follow-up?"

"1 am concerned about a process for classroom teachers to utilize that
can realistically_be applied_to the existing curriculum. This process
should include a_(1) proper introduction (possible workshop); (2)
sample lessons; (3) follow-up for_further discussions with more ideas
for techniques; and (4) coordination with total_staff in the school as
well as junior/senior high schools - central office, etc."

"Is there a consistent use of the same curriculum and materials? Or

are teachers just using what they have available to them? Often we
rely on what local schools provide in the way of a wide variety of
materials;"

"Establishing priorities for what needs to be adapted; Most special
education teachers tend to focus more on the basics of reading,
writing, and math."

"Establishing channels of communication across departments with _the_
authority to implement some curriculum adaptations could be diffitOlt
to do without a commitment from the district;"

"Teachers are already working under pressure with all the requirements
and procedures necessary to compy with PL 94-142 and accountability to

parents. Time is a factor for them; A vehicle to assist them_more in
routine daily tasks and/or increased assistance from aides would be
vital for them to devote more time to curriculum adaptation."

"In order for adaptation to he utilized in public shoals, especially
at the secondary level, the administrator and sometimes the Board OY
Education must approve the adaptations; How can they be convinced?"

"Resource teachers already have limited time for developing
curriculum; Will they have time to do other adaptations?"

"Grading is a big concern; Should students working with adapted
materials be given the same grades as those riot needing adaptation?"

"Teachers need to be made aware of these steps in adaptation."

"With reference to adapting curriculum for use with handicapped
students, my specific concerns involve three major considerations: (1)

analyzing the existing curriculum with regard to strengths and
weaknesses; (2) identify the_"type" of learner who can best he taught

through theevehicle of a specific curriculum accessible to all
learners. Students in a "mainstream" situation are subject to the
expectation of being able to function in a regular class with_
supportative services. The reality of the situation is that local
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schools usually find themselves "locked" in to a specific series and
the special educator assumes the role of adapting_the curriculum. This
role is often assumed by the special educo.tor in that they perceive
themselves as the most appropriate person to do the adaptation, or the
regular educator feels the special educator is the only person trained
to make these adaptations--the bottom line appears to me to be
attitude; I am concerned about establishing a framework which will
enable regular and special educators to work together as a team in
adaptiq curriculum for the handicapped.

(Afterthought - many times adaptation is seen as changing content -
emphasis on "what is adaptation" is vital.)"

The responses to the questionnaire were used as basis for discussion.

Participants were also asked to describe their concept of the role of the

faCilitator. Much of what was said reinforced earlier project outcomes, but

helped to clarify the role of the facilitator and provided inforMation that

needed to be emphasized in the handbook (see handbook).

Each group meeting provided us with further insight and clarification that

led to a refinement of the process and products. These meetings were similar

to the synthesis meetings as described in the handbook. The field-based

particip,?nts were essential. The mixture of study-group members and

field-based reviewers insured realistic and on-target products. The emphasis

was on realistic, workable and praCtical goals; rather than highly idealistic

goals with little'potential for fulfillment.

During the third year of the project, the handbook was completed and

submitted to a group of reviewers for recommendations for final revision.

Nine people in the field reviewed the handbook for final editing and

revisions. The reviewers included two elementary school principals, three
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university professors; an associate superintendent (large special-education

district); a classroom teacher; a state area resource center director;

director of special education in-service training of of'a large urban district;

and a special education supervisors of a large county district. These people

represented schools and school districts in five different states. In

addition panels of teachers; specialists; and supervisory personnel were

brought in to make recommendations for improvement of a process and the forms

throughout the 36 months of the project.

The reviewers were asked four questions about the handbook:

1; Re: Is the purpose of the handbook clear? Why would. you use

it?

2. Process: Is the description of the process clear? If noti what
Parts are unclear?

3. Content: Does the handbook provide you with useful information
about strategies for adapting curriculum? How is the information
useable in your work or school district?

4. Format: Is the format helpful in understanding the material?
sugge7t format changes that would improve it.

They were asked to evaluate each form for usability; clarity. and content.

All recommendations were taken into consideration and the majority were _

implemented;_ One general recommendation was_that.the forms all he included
as part of the document and not left in the AOpendix; since_the forms_ include
the heart of the process. It was decided to include them within the body of
the TiY7Tiook and also keep them separate for reproduction purposes.

Reviewers made the following comments relative to purpose and process:

1. School Principal
"The purpose of the handbook is clearly explained and_supported with a
philosophical _prospective; I find this particularly helpful.
Principals and teachers are frequently asked to justify curriculum
decisions -such as these. I would use this handbook as a guide for
working with handicapped students as well as any student who does not -

fit -the 'norm'--the potentially gifted student as well as the marginal
performer."
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2. College Ins'cructor
"The purpose of the handbook is clearly stated;_ The handbook can be
useful for all individuals interested in education; providing a
systematic_recorded plan for adapting curriculum; improving_
opportunities for learning. It can be particularly- useful for teachers
of mainstreamed children; providing a process to help_meet the
student's needs of participating, assimlating and utilizing the lesson."

3. Classroom Teacher
"The purpose of this handbook is quite clear as far_as providing_a
procedure for adapting existing curricUlum. I would use this guide
(with a few changes) if I were a beginning teacher who did not know _

where to start with individualization and as an experienced teacher who
rVght get another view (on adaptations of present curriculum) for the
dndicapped."

4. Principal
"The purpose of the handbook_is clear. At the present time, it would
be used_in our school situation as_a means to_assist staff in
developing_a methodblogy for the adaptation of instructional materials
for_special_students."
(This principal asked us_to come_to the_school and talk with teachers.
A supervisor who attended has asked us to run a workshop this summer to
begin the process.)

5. Special Education Supervisor
"The purpose as defined on pages 4-5 seems very clear and rationale is
well defined on pages 6-11; in understandable language to educators."

6. Principal
"I really appreciated the section on the decision to adapt or not to
adapt. The explanations flow easily. As I read, I kept saying; AMEN!

WEITT"

Apropos of content; comments were the following:

1. College Instructor
"Very useful! As an instructor in a teacher training- program with
non-experienced teachers (pro-service); I see this information as
invaluable for use in methods and techniques classes, It is something
I've been looking for and plan on using it as part of my course design."

2. Principal
"The information is very useful; The strategies are appropriate for
elerrentary settings; It is also a helpful tool_for stimulating
curriculum discussions among teachers--a general sharing of ideas and
tricks of the trade;"
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3. College Instructor
The handbook gives excellent information_about.strategies for adapting

curriculum; As an instructor of Special Education courses, thiS
information supplements teaching strategies for children having special
needs; It provides a method for adapting all curriculum."

4. Classroom Teacher
"Yes; For my classroom--for current curriculum the strategies and the
samples may he applied to my mainstreamed L.D. children; In fact, I

have been using Creating Word Pictures to help a few of my L;D;.
children with our current language curriculum; I have not used your
checklist on a daily basis but it seems easy enough to incorporate and
to use;"

5. Principal
"Thisesectio_n_eis just-simply oufstandin! This is exactly what
classroom teachers are hungry to receive; It would be excellent for
teacher training i:;orkshops; We used a bit of it recently for a two-day
introduction to adaptations."

6; Special Education Supervisor
"Yes' This information is usable in this school district in piloting
new curriculum which is developed but not yet approved. It is usable
in my work in consulting with teachers as I internalize the process and
make collaborative efforts with teachers for changes for a given
student."

7; Urban District Inservice Director
"Yes and no, however the crux lies in the actual implementation; I see
use actually taking place in the following fashions; (1) Big Axed.
Developing appropriate vocational programming at the secondary
level--Realistic Approach--A district committee begins by
identification of vocational programs that are viable in terms of
employment potential within the community; This can be facilitated if
an occupational advisory council exists of business people; Specific
jobs withinan occupational area are identified, and related to a
vocational program within the district if one exists in that area.
Then task analysis takes place for specific job titles from most basic
to increasing complexities, (i.e., tire and battery person [to].
mechanic); Then we bring in your processes of actual curriculum
adaptation to (1) meet the needs of various special needs learners BD,
LD; EMR, TMS, Deaf, etc. Leading to a district-wide curriculum for the
special needs learner with an open entry exit type arranaements,
example (TNR student goes to auto for four weeks only to learn tire and
battery, then to word to learn simple hand tool usages; etc.). This is
also a good area for a publisher if they want to follow through with
the actual curriculum development or adaptation in terms of developing
a product, i.e., carpentry related careers and curriculum for the
special needs learner, etc. (2) Many districts I believe are having a
difficult tire changing the role of the special educator. Teachers,



whether resource or primarily self-contained; have been trained to

'work their magic' alone within the special class. Your systems can_be
applied not only to adapt curriculum but through its use to get special
edireg; ed.; voc; ed working together;: But again through the special__
education teacher whose program and time is flexible. Howeveri_I don't
think your present system is usable; I think you need to extensively
develop and illustrate this process as part of direct instruction in
relationship to the IEP with forms; suggested activities; etc; for the
resource teacher process in individualized and curriculum adaptation.
I think viewing this process as curriculum development -with volunteers;
teachers giving up; free time; etc. (without additional structure as
mentioned in my comments under purpose) is _NOT Feasible."

There were several suggestions for changes in the format. The handbook as it

is now reflects those recommendations;

The Farm-,

Generally the forms received a high rating. Where it was possible and made

cerise, changes r;ere made. The Strategies for Adapting Guide, which is

included in the handbook; is one of the key pieces in the process and can be

used in many ways; Included are several comments about the Guide,

1. Urban District inservice -ctor
"Clarity - very clear
Usability always usable to show examples of procession action;
Content - appropriate"

2. College instructor
"Clarity - very clear
Usability - yes
Content - excellent"

3; Principal
"Clarity - clear
Usability -very useful alternatives
Content - very good"

4. College Instructor
"Clarity - excellent
Usability - Provides a variety of teaching strategies for corresponding
skill deficits. This can be used as a reference for the adapters to
help meet student(s) needs.
Content - covers all areas relating to skill deficit profile"
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5. Classroom Teacher
"Clarity - excellent
Usability - excellent. Possibly putting the materials 1-12 all on one
chart_on one fold out piece of paper. Also, Inst. Strategies;
Directions, Motivation, Feedback, etc. Each have a concise foldout so
that the teacher can have it at one glance.
Content excellent"

6. Principal
"Clarity - so much information in clear; concise terms
Usability 7 best section of handbook
Content - based on most recent research in strategies for special
student needs."

7. Special Education Supervisor
"Clarity good format
usability - could be used by teachers in ritine Individual Education
PrograTs
Content_- Include more intervention strategies; methods; techniques or
materials in each area. Cite references such as Fernald Technique in
Footnotes."

P; University Instructor
'This is; obviously; potentially the most useful part of the process.
I like the format although the apprepriate appendix is a must to
clarify mriny of the suggestions; I would agree that the two never get
too far apart; (Strategies for adaptinge- check list and log and the
Guide.) I would also hope that this_would serve as a guideline for
teacher diseiv,,sions and not the 'Bible' with all the answers."

tbe, process was included in the December 19a0 issue of

LL,LeLlon. The article wls also reproduced in the April issue of

er-Hit:" Over nicety letters Of int:2rest have been received as a

reiilt OF the;e articles. Each letter was answered and an excerpt from the

hindhoe; whieh includes several of the forms and a brief description Cf the

r9 inclu .

t.-ceived an e.;.ff,rDt. were asked to respond tb the questions:

f_lbject.ive:

flit the exc'e'pt siitis y your purpose or ei.)1..:ctive in seeking
procm;...;?
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2; Content

Is the description of the_process clear? Does. the excerpt_provide
you with information abOut strategies for adapting curriculum that
you did not have before? Explain.

3. Format:

Is the format helpful in understanding the material? If not, what
do you suggst?

Usability:

How is the information usable in your work c)r school district?

Question 1. Objective: Did the excerpt s.?.ti v3!:- purpose or objective in
seeking information about the adaptability pro,:e7
The responses U.) Question 1 included nineteen in!ople who said yes, three who
said partly, and several people who said they the completed boo.

Question 2. Is the description of the process clear?
YeS 15 Nd = 3 fra-Respohs(: = 1 Partly - 2

Does the excerpt provide you with information ah;out strategies for adapting
curriculum that you_ did not have_ before ?? Explain.

Yes - 5 No - 6 Needs More Info l Well Organized - 8
Comments

I. "Strategies for adapting helpful."

2. "Good overview,"

3. "Descriptions hard to follow. Suggestions for adapting clear."

"I commend you for the thoroughne:tz of the categorized strategies."

5. "New format."

6. "Appreciate format - useful."

7. "Categorization is ea'ily used for selection of strategies as per
deficit."

3. "Confirmation of value of strategies - provide many options

'Basic Skills Checklist unclear."

10. "Concise and easy to use - it's great."

11. "Crystallized and clarified - useful."
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1?. "All the hints I stumbled upon; methods that take years_of
teaching in a classroom are listed - that is excellent information

for all teachers, but especially for new teachers."

13. "I have not seen a checklist and guide in such a concise form."

14. "All the strategies make a great deal of sense They are the kind

of aopi-oachos on,--2 thinks of; if given sufficient time; but I have

not seen them 50 well defined and spelled out in one place;

15. "Nave tried to suggest similar strategies to teachers but most

find the adaptation too difficult and/or inconvenient: Much

interVite heeded and acceptance of needs of learner versus
traditional methods of teaching."

16. "Clearly defined - detailed useful."

Surmary - Question 2

It appears that many of the strategies are not new to a third of the people

that responded bUt haVing them in this form is useful and needed. Half the

people commented on the organization of the handbook. A few suggestions

about clarity have been incorporated in the revisions;

Question 3. Format: It thd fOrMat helpful in understanding the material?

l_f_rint. What do ycu suggest?

Yes - 15 No = 0

Commc ts:

No Response - 1 Pertly - 4

1. "The Format provides for easy quick reference - really enhances
adaptability."

"Excellent;"

3. "Hopefully, techers will notice that there are wuy ways of
helping a particular problem;"

Snrwry - Question 3

There were several suggestions for including directions for using each form.

hose direttien are part of the handbook but were net inCldded in the
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Question 4; Usability. Ho.4 ts__fhe information usahle in_your work or school

district?

Cor:-flents:

1. "Share with special education teachers and classroom teachers for

specific methodology in adapting curriculum:"

2: "Not certain, completed study or process will be more useful;"

'")J. "Need :.,7.ffc information to determine this."

4, "AS req:onal center; we will find it useful in assisting 24
'Zducation Programs to adapt curriculum:"

5; "Presenty I am a resource person workilig in a State Arts_Counci4
however I can see where this information would be very valuable if
staff teachers are trained in its use;"

5 "Through workshops by my department: Special Services."

7. "Probably needs behavioral management component since teachers
typically focus on both behavior problems and instructional
issues."

3. "I an teaching a class this summer on Media Needs of rk.ndicapped
Students. Adaptation of material will he my prime component."

9; "I start to teach a course in mainstreaming for the pre-schcol -
primary teacher this summer:"

10; "I am the Learning Disabilities Consultant for the State of South
Dakota. I yset many requests for information on curriculum
adaptation;"

11. "As_a Supervisor of Curriculum Development and Instruction; I

would definitely use this very valuable tool;"

12. "I would like to obtain a copy of your handbr;!: this summer; I

feel this material can beuscdto help teachers successfully s;trve
children with special needs both in the mainstream and in special
education."

13 "As a resource teacher, it will help me assist teachers with
modifications ti their program."

14. "As a reference when evaluating a situation providing input ihto
adapting curriculum."
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15. "Inservice with groups or individuals. Evaluation of materials
before purchasing; i.e. how adaptable is the material?"

1 "The_ information is useful to me as a guide or check list.
Sometimes you need a special little 'idea' to get a message across
and I'm sure that your packet will help ire pick up a quick idea."

17. "I plan to Fellow up and order the handbook as soon as possible;"

18 No comment."

19. l'ily_work with prospective teachers in learning about materials
Will be enhanced by this work."

?O. "For me it will be a_ handy tool to share with a teacher and/or the
Learning Center teacher to show the possibilities that she/he has
to adapt after I have pinpointed the problem."

21. "Reference - In-service."

General Cc.-eritt:

1. "Qeestions l still _have mainly about who could initiate such a
preerm who shoLild conduct thr2 inservice workshops what it_would
entail. can this be done school personnel with use of your
materials or is assistance freH eour project personnel necessary/
availabie,"

"I am impressed wiLn the .1u.,,elopment of a process for adapting
materials; In my eeperiences I have found teachers working as
individuals to adapt an individual item for an individual
student:: The team_approaei of reviewing. the curriculum in terms
bf the needs _of all students ap,eacs to_be a_very uzTJble_model. I

y,; Tally like_i;he exclusn of disability labels, Cy focusing
on the skill defieitss the program will have a much wider
application.

"Thanks for letting me evaluate th,s and in sharing it with _me,
didn't mean to be critical but it is difficult to understand wha7;
I'm supposed_to do with_the forms especially Form F and G. T love
your Ycrategiess am anxious to see the finished product."

Seven out or the twenty-one peoplc who completed the response form asked

copies of the handbOok as soon as possible. The completed hannook addressal

che rw/ic.12rs' concerns.
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The range of respondents included:

Classroom teacher with mainstreamed

Itinerant or resource teather 3

Self contained - special education teacher

Other; including: 17

1; Educational Assessment Coordinator of Diagnostic Center

2; Librarian

3; Education Service Center Consultant

4; Coordinator - State Arts Council

5; Supervisor and Research Associate

6. University Professor

7; State Consultant - L.D.

S. Supervisor Curriculum and Developmen

9. Materials Specialist

10. School Psychologist

11; Gudante Counselor

Sevente:m of the twenty-one respondents would be in the position to play the

role of the facilitator in the process; the remaining four would be likely

adapters; It oul be a mistake to conclude that classroom teachers are not

interested in the process, based on the inquiries we received; Rather; it

appears that the inquiries simply reflect the readership of American

Education.

The geogr,:tr;:ift 6rea covered by the respondents includes people from the

followin states:
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Nec, York Missouri Kentucky Illinois
Texas Oklahoma Washington Oregon
Jewa South Dakota California New Jersey
Massachusetts South Carolina Idaho Mithigah

Expressed Interest by People in the Field

The letters requesting information were received from a wide range of people

in thn thc field. It appears th: the interest and potential application of the

process or its components is widespread. Letters were received from people

in the following positions during the last five months of the project.

Numerou,.. letters from people in the following categories were received during

the grant period.

Information Services Coordinator
Special Education Service Center
Learning Disabilities Consultant_
Instructor; Department of- Education
Associate Curator; Art Gallery
University Librarian; Resource Center
School Psychologist
Special_Ed6cation Student
University P.F. Instructor
Hriivrsity Art Instructor
University Music Instructor
Senior Research Associate
University Professor
Migrant Tutor:al Program Director
Teacher
State Cepartnt; Arts for the Handicapped Consultant
ruidanr.e Conseor
flireetor. Special Fducation; Public Schools
Put.-lit School Program Specialist
Mainstream Consultant; Educational Improvement Center
Supervisor of Curriculum
Special Services__Cooroinator
Resource Center COordinator
Resource :eacher/CJ.reer and_Votational_Education _ _

SPetial F,Jucatior Program Director Children's Television NehJrk
Pub lit SChool Persorc.e 1

Special Education Cousol+nt
EMR Eupecvisc;.
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Visually Handicapped Consultant
Public Museum Education Specialist
Community Arts Coordinator
Public School Child Study Team Coordinator
Assistant Superintendent of Schools
Regional Educational Assessment Coordinator
Other

The letters e fro!..1 n states and Canada.

Ohio
Idaho
South Carol ina
New York
California
Maine
Oregon
Wisconsin
Indiana
West Virginio
Alberta; Can;J:da

South Dakota
Michigan
Kentucky
Iowa
New Jersey
Massachusetts
Minnesota
Georgia
Nebraska
3ritish Columbia, Canada

Connecticut
Illinois
Missouri
Washington
Texas
Mississippi
Tennessee
Oklahoma
North Carolina

Although this is not an extensive evaluation, it should be borne in mind that

over seventy letter,:, of interest occurred primarily ds a rest' or one

article.
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IV. FIELD WORK

Additional Workshops and Presentations

dears II and III of the project, several presentations and workshops

occurred. Project staff responded to requests but did not advertise workshop

capahiliti , due to the limited time to complete the project tasks.

Local universitirs requested presentations for special education students.

These included Folitbonne College; St. Louis University; Southern Illinois

University, Edwardsville, Illinois; Harris Stowe Teachers College; Maryville

SLATE St. Loui:: Public Schools Career Project; t,;arren County,

lodieoa, Special Education Services; Andersonville, South Carolina; Public

Schools; Clyton, Missouri, Public Schools; Mehlville, Missouri, Public

Schoolc; requested workshops; These were above and beyond the workshops that

were an intrinsic part of the project and included participants from school

distric is in the St. Louis metropolitan area and Jefferson County; C.:lorado;

S2veral in di, ideal teachers and supervisors requested information and visited

CEflREL 'Aenevor possible wc shared wterials and information (see

dissemination). A team of teach2rs t:orking in the St. Louis City SLATE

caccei? eduCat;On Curriculum used the format and the strategioc or the

pecial education component of their mater'al,;; the teacners expr.-ise'l great

satisfaction : itii the format and the strategies: m7:terials were tester!

in 1081; .-:.)comes are not available;
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The participants in the adjunct workshops were primarily arts and special

education teachers. Regular classroom teachers and supervising staff

were also included;

The design of the adjunct workshops were based the field activities and

the outcomes of the research and the ex,- cod needs of the clients.

When p1ainiol the workshops emphasis was teacher sharing; problem-

solving; focus on student strengths and weaknesses versus disability

label; provision of a variety of suggestions and strategies; a:1d adapting

existing curriculum used by the teachers or curriculum that teachers were

anxious to use with stUdents. As indicated by the few examples of

workshop evaluation summaries attached to this report; the two features

that tathers were extremely positive about were the sharing of ideas and

the selection of strategies matched to student basic skill strengths and

weFAne s.

The workshop outcomes were comparable to treatment Level 1 and 2

OUtC0e;, in that teachers explored ideas made recommendations but felt

they no,::;ed to try them in the classroom; The workshops only provid,,d an

iw_reas:cd level of awareness; some new skills and strategies. The impact

and full development of adaptation capabilities to meet student needs;

comes FC:7! classroom trials. The most successful workshop in th'rs

re',0-OCL ..3; the one in which the teachers had a Chance to go back Z.n the

classrepra try some adapt=ations and return with information to shat r.;

The t,7:ach hlped each other with ideas to expand on what occurred in

1c
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rypes Of Workchnos

There wc:ce priq!arily three different kinds of workshops in which the

ot;tcotrgcs or Year I and Year II were implemented They were ;0 a

continue: s, two- ay workshop; initially held in Warren County, Indiana;

(2) a thrce-,-irt: workshop allowing for workshop experience; classroom

trials; and sllrin.7), ioL ally held in Clayton, Missouri; and (3) an

overview r):-.entation made to a university class, like one held at

Souther i Illinois UnivLrsity, Edwardsv-Lle, Illinois. The agenda and

evalwAinr,s for each kind of workshops are given on the following pages



1. Indiana Morks_hop: "S-prout and -Grow"
Through Arts for Special Education

AGENDA

Sessions included techniques to better motivate and provide successful
experiences for mainstreamed students by:

Hands on tnperiences in the arts; adapting them to classroom needs

Small group team interactions

Appropriate handouts

Opportunities to :irk with Indiana resources

The workshop had instructors from CEMREL; Inc.; a national model site for
adapting curriculum for handicapped students; Ms; Jerilynn Changar led with
her assistant trained in special education;

:,.yrkshop tf,pics

The mainstre 1's point of view

A team apps oac;-. in adapting creative curriculum for the mainstream
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re,Ld dynamite book this week "Drawing on the Right Side of the Brain"
bv__Betty Edwards

April j8; 1980

Pozr Jerilynn;

Sue H; Moreland; Coordinator
Center for Exceptional Children
9039 East 10th Street

a 0
Indianapolis; IN 46229
1-317-897-6724

I am enclosing the -zero of the evaluations and letter but

wanted tO share with you some of the comments I have overheard in

the bud ci ng also; Most resource staff were very pleased with the teacher

reictious They have mentioned some teachers I should follow up immediately

SoMe of the comments which you may want to think abOht for other

WOrkshops included:

Wonder what Karen's background was and if she could have

added -ianthint, to our oiscussion on adapting. (LI) resource) .

didin't they include any info on Phy, handicapping

e::Cept blind when our biggest probleM is teachers fears with CP?

Could we net with you(ite) soon to consider h o d

tenchers are oiscussing it in My building arlc feel frustrated;

(1hts well be 'a door opener for me.)

Several have discussed trying the ideas particularly

rthle playing cris s

All in all I feel preet': good about it The frustratibh

tO dCWn and ad Ot 'hick is not os much fun maybe s'AoUl be

a '
before they lenve but all learning isn't just

- is S6Me nitty gritty toowhich is what I feel wore

empLreLi

:hem cut o:1 the :.-..cond day.

711 t everytniu is w.:::king

fbr this woc-: wen:

ut O.K.

A prof -:l
_!Pri;:rtm,2:-It of Public. Irs:ruCtiOn. SPeC.ia:

lIcs with your work.
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:3:(...1.31Lz.1 ...;(4-Lltc..cy

rnV:!!! f.
M-irrER FOR EXCEFFIONAL cHron

'SPROUT AND CVo:.' FIROUGH ARTS FOR SPECIAL EDUCATION

0 _
APRIL 15-16; 1920

V. ci...11

DI;ECTIC):: PleaSe answer the ft:1116410g questions carefully. Your_assessment cf this workshop will

help us improve cJi- procedures and becocil-e more re:pOnSi ye to your needS. Thank you:

'7- 3_
1. Years of experience in Special Education. -2 Z 'i 6.--;`3 s... z::.

2. Position currently held. Yyl,t,...--. 4-- ff z,..,) k -
4
.t v

'F, ./oc-,....-, Lo. -
3. what arts for the handicapped workshops haCe you attendee in the past (where, i-,hen; sponsored by whom)?

! c r, a. -C*'c.,,, ., .r, e;Fi`,--, NL1w5tr (.....---t-n-. c-C,..-.t....--,.. S

4. Please indicate the extent of yoUr training In each arts area by placing c appropriate nurber in the

space before it.

'1 2 3-

t; ::le c- no 7-aining Koderatt Training Extensive Training

(3-6 hers) (7=15 hd.,irs) (over 15 hours)

Y` a: A,-ts
2.- '4 Literature/Cneatie 'iritin;

-, - , Or-A--x -, _ n
... '..)

A .Jcl !n:e 1..1-Z__ Film 1 Ph-,...ao:ly
I '---- '5

z. 3
'5 - 4-i

Opinion Aocut the Worksnop

Music

Estn c t'ne i,o-d ;airs 5eio' is by a line divide:: i;,:o 7_so!oes. _Foreach:ain

tetite wncther you think thisw:rkintd wc.:1C to t'..o-e 1 i ke word en t"..e

0.- or sne :eft: inen pu. an ;x1 In tne szece wnicl :es: oesom;:es no; yOU feel acct;: tnis

exceria-.:2 as a wncle.

! ! ! 2- no: en.foyat:e

! usefJ1

15 2_ ! unus*,:al

1 ! SOri3ani oe,d,

3 i ! relevant

! c-
. wortn:ess

:- i i ! 1

-.) !
! 2 edt

! cislike

I
,

. --, ...

--: 5 ! 3 Lps .- ::,1

r I I -', to -se

1 '3, I 4 c
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Clatir:n Missouri :.:olkshp: V A.ts
and Mainstrearniwi Workshoii

AGENDA

This I a ser:es or thro(., workshos to provide classroom Leachers

1. (:>trt'.:gieF, for ioproving their human relations skills.

P.;-?vrlopiwj classroom anagc;m2nt techniques in order to 1)tter
to and provide successful experiences for mainstreamed

All workshops inClUd large group brainstorming sessions; small group
7!rid/or Ltnds-on experinces; question and answer pPriad;

appropriatL, hrIndoots; and general and st.cific hints about mterials and
J!ctiviti,2s.

All iot:2rested colleagues. .classroom teachers; fihe_L,Jid
al JrLs instructors; sp, al education; resource people, aid

w-2re Yolcorle to ticipate in the workshop.

wurshop a f-1:-!siquod pri 1. ;ol the visual arts; hJt_With Skills and
to ocher areas of fine and practical arts as well

Lk! renul:' classroc.

s. jyHlynn B. Ch-n,)ar (a visual arts aducai:or) aed to.s. Karen
(: sp c-,L11 e.r!ucator) of staff;
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3. JIcp i hrts Adivities for the 117111',.liOIpp,.1

Two-hour Session
Art felticatinn

South( n Illinois Uni,..e,-sity

(AtteniThnts rcr pc-hvIrily Lechers.)

7 6 5 1 1

11,m)z.alion GF ExcJ1,2,n1-. Poor

tho 1 6.7-C

jives cf. Well P,,fin, Vajue _

Lhu-2 5 2 6.5

o:. lhe Excellent Poor

'i-OSoril.6 r(!-:) ;.H: 7 1 5.88

r.: i,jf7,-,,..; ilnd activi InLcresting HI]
ties presniAtd.,..:il:re:

10 9 8 5 2 L 7;13

this Valuob

1? 11 10 9 :3 2 7.38

6. Dj yo,1 fo;.

7!;Tor_hin
)i:)!!t toiy;c?

OThlic.)!11)

C-

tho Sc I

Yes - 7 Ah'.:lut2ly No - 1

1. PcIrLicip-Ii()G; c; i,:!7; iioHl ihf'ocidatin oldEn
to att.,-2odcr,_;; hacAground know-,c1

Pli(! ;!7!=.11.?.1
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V. CCCUMENATI!) DP_;SEMINATUM

Pocuntation ei -.P,ccurip iHked Activities

approach to reporljn1 p'rojet upe,.-aions and

ridnr-o stcucture; takinc; the tor F individual

ii t:'iit al !lemoranda was utilind. This system of ruporting

tieg-an in tLe arly weeks of the project with tie

h-Op wrijld serve qui,te toward of the design and

ii L.(1*...)11.

Jerily6n Ghangar, ConaldMilTer, LC:ZiS Verity, with assistance
flmurn,1-9m "Access to

ii 14.oc_iic7pped Childr-en: A Research based r,TeThodology for
1 : Listing Arts Curricula (Plans of a project supported by
L. 711 H;uc?tion for t:* i-jandicpped,LS07/1 Gi'ant .!-G0072018=-17)."

St. CEMP.EL, Inc., Spcial Eduction Group, 19'12.

J-E2rjlyun Chcng,mr , Jer-cze Davis, Michael Edenhart-re7)e, Susanne Jiarvath,
Donilid Miller. TE....chnical2rz,.ndy!,i1302. "Fishtwwl: Sumitary of a
';10r;-.Shep on rj flu i n T. IC.eas About Adapting M,:torials for

t,lu, c CEMEL, Inc., Spc:cial EducLtiori
OU

.1L,J DJVs!, ii icHiicHi EdunhartPepe, Si auire Hari th,
Terhn-i.c.l_ftmorF-1Jurr!JSE±03. "Sortin9nd Classlfyin

Ideas -Se,ecia1Education Clase'z." St. Louis:
Inc., pecicl EdL:ccition Group, 1972:

"roiriL
, 3 I C.H C.. r c)-1,- {.1tH

Crou,

r;r.7;-1 rIchip, 1)(HHI:

L c;:rn-;Pq ii 1

- .

F,-HrL." St. Louis: CE;::',1L,

:1 1 12.;.c;up,

0:' 94



i L 1 G HI l e r ; K 1 C!17.1r6 NO I Tee a n 7.,nfr_a I Hr2M01:_pi

%0I)ftilt Ai: i of Curricul,m, Materials: :bevelopmen1 of a
1:1 (LtIA,r ion Asessi_ ':,rric::larAdptation Needs for Special
Education Classes." Sc. Louis: CEMREL; Inc;; Special Education Group;
1(1,/

ri 1n Ch::nilJr; Jrnric flavis, NiChael_Edenhart-Pope; Susanne Horvath;
Dcnald_Miller; Richard _Technical Memoandum "Content
AncJyiS ci Curriculuq! Materials: Refinemnt or a Procedure for
Asse5.:sino Curricular Adaptation Needs Tor Special Education Classes;"

LbUiS: CEMREL; Itic. Special Education Group; 1979;

Ch,m,jar; Jerome Davis; Michael Edenhart-Fope; Susanne Harvath;
[maid MillEr; Richard Wolfe. TechniC61MmorandumpS "Adaptation
As-se..m---;t Inventory: Itcm Design Matrix arld Hem Construction
SpcTifi.ior;" St; Louis: CEMIREL; ir-;; ecia1 Education Group; 197;

Jrilynu Jerome Davis, Harvoth;_
Don1O Miller; Teochpica11 :tmora "Tcial Workshops l and

St. Lo0is:--t11:t; Inc.. -Lwec,a1 Education Group; 1979;

den lynn ChanjF.r; Jerome Davis; Michael Edenhart-Pepe; Susanne Horvath;
Donald Millcr; Richard Wolfe; Technical Memorandum #SE710; "Desion of
ExPecirint 1." St. Louis: CENREL; Inc;; Special Education Group; 1979;

JeHlynr Cile.lnir; Jerome Davis; Michael EderhiL-P,zp; Susanne Harvatk.
Pichord Wolfe. Techriical Memorarip.:.6..!S_E111; "Adaptation

ssescm-nt In7.2ntery: Test Version; Phciro 1; 1979;" St; Louis: CLYREL;
SpeciCl E:Hcation Group; 1979;

Davi; Michael Ldenhart-Popf-::; Susanne lftrvath,
Miller;__PiCnard Wolfe; Technical Nemorand:im SE-12; "Desion_of_

ii;" St; Louis: CLMREL; Inc;.. Special Educatim Group; 1979.

c'r112/!w ,3r2rce vis; Michael F.1..:nHart-Pepe; Susanne 1LT?r,.:ath,
r;iChai.d Lblfc; Techni; M.-.,moranduH 'Cod-HO

'6_31' 1 Dta, Part 1 QuantitF:tivespon.s,cF,;'
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Throughout t0 35-month study documentation was completed to meet the

grnt requirements; which include the interim reports; the final reports

the handNJO arc! the AFP supplementary guides. Tile technical memoranda

arc av;.111a!)le for anyone interested in detailed information about any

aspect of the project;

Dissemination

FIJring first months of Year III; project activities and outcomes were

shred at se.,'1 -MetingS; CEMREL's Urban Education meetings of State

Department Representatives over ten states; a group of art education and

art therapists at an AATA/NAEA joint conference in Washin.gton, and

several art ejuc.ators at the hAEA Surmer Conference in Minneapolis were a

ras occasions where information about the project was disseminated; The

editor from the Di rectory of Learning Resources for Handic3pped Childrn

a portiOn of the Strategis For Adapting GuifIE:., in that group's

dirEctor.

-/Th in Section TIT; an excerpt from the handbook was develop

and sbcre. with interested educators; During the final mnnth:, or the

projRct; informa!:ion was disseminated in the following manner:

Ect-rtcs of the handhooh were sent in response to letters of

interet From a variety of educators, over ?CO project

porticipTuits, grid to o'er ?00 teacher= indicating 3 need for help

in adaptation. A sumylary of the project will he sent tc all past

project partiipEint!;;
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2. ThP handbook Was dic..tributPd to administrators, study group

members; and revieers. A limited number were sent to

practitioners who have requested the handbook after seeing the

excerpt;

3. Inform Lion about the handbook will be made available to CEMREL's

4.

Urban Fellows and through CEMREL's Regional Exchange.

he AEP supplementary guides will be made available to classroom

trial project participants who now own the materials. A limited

amount of ASP suppleentary guides will be made available upon

re cost to people in the field. It is yet to be determined how

the guides will ultimately be distributed.

5. The Final report will meet grant requirements, three copies to

the Nfice of Special Education, one to the project monitor, and

ten copies for Jefferson Coonty Public Schools, Special School

District of ,;t. 1_005 County, and project CEMHL staff.

As inoicateJ in Section III, the dissemination process was intenrated

:fh review process. All interested educational personnel who

received information about the handbook were ark Pd to respond to the

information received. (See Section III. At this time, the response

continue to be returned and the comments are most encouraging.
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VI. iPLIcAmNs FOR FUTURE

The it'ore familir reaCher., h!-2come with the materials, the more frequent

precif:o are the adaptations. lb is is a generalization we reached

b7if;ed teachers using instructional materials that they taught and

pt-eJ siMUltneously for the first time ih is suggests that teachers

using this process and adapting materials that are already in use shbOld

produce even more specific; refined, adapted curriculum; The

:h ids for the AEP units are examples of how teachers cbJld

try pUhlished materials at the field-test stage; teach and ilike

recomendations that could ultimately be included in the published

version thlk Making materials more marketable to special educators.

Thn supplementary guides are very specific for each lesson Or aOtiVity .

Tb ii;t.;) comes from classroem use; E,eneral recommendations for the

Fir sptc., of materials that wore not used in the classroom trial Were

receiv: and considered usPFul for teachers in providing an overVieW

the kinis cf general adaptations that are heeded in order- to Meet the

reeJ b .JeCiai students; ThesP overvie.4s now exist For the four ts

of matrials that were reviewed in Work SPssions I and I ih Yea:-S I and

Ii THY are not r: complete as sup:Ilementary en des for the cia,S656

trial tlits, hut:will provide teachers with general str-tilii6s to he

apPlir; in usin tn materials with their students;
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Evaluation of the Adantation

rote ;s ,7.1d Products

t was not possible to deVelOp one set Of evaluation tools that can

easure the success of an adapted curriculum or curriculum resource; The

valuation inr;Lrument would vary due to the student popdlatiOn,

urriculum content area, and implementation of the adaptation

hole district vs. two schools).

he O'cOCeS'; bOilt-in syStem of checks and balances. (See handbOok.;

1. The classroom trial gives teachers immediate feedback;

2; The synthe<is meeting asks the teacher-adapters to reVieW th6i

outcomes 5asPd on three questions:

a. IS the adaptation so simple it should be included as

general information and is not really an adaptation;

simply a difference in teaching style? IS the

adaptation so complex that it is only useful for one

teacher and difficult to translate for others? Is it so

complex that it is really a new activity?

b. 1-s the content intact or is it no longer tree to the

intended objective of the educational prOgraM?

c. DOOS the adaptation meet student needs? Did the Child

learn?

3. Iiplementation of the adapted activities provides an opportiiiiitY

fur testing the adaptations and getting frf,:edbae:.
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4. r,unnin,-; a test with coritrol groups would assist in testing the

Hsefulnss of th adapta,:ions.

SOte te:ICherS feel the adaptaljons help them to invOlve more children

more frillpently in positive learning experience,--that iS all the

evaluti-cin Of the adaptation that is needed. Of course; the approach to

evalUation will depend on the individual needs of each district.

Implication for Teachers' Inservice and Preservice Training

The implicati,ins for teacher inservice training and preservice training

based on this three-year experience are several

1; Teachers or university students with little experience with

special students need awareness sessions to better understand the

IEP process and the hreak-do./n of basic skills strengths and

weat:nesses. Eger,: adaptation can tae place in an intelligent;

effective; and systematic way and not purely by trial and error;

this level of awareness needs to be developed.

2; The teachers with wainstreamed students ; itinerant; and resource

teachers; and supervisory personnel stroroly recommended sessiens

like the awareness and introductory workshops; where teachers

could take the time aid revise instructional s-trategies and

matr,rials to ir.ect student nerdc; follrmed by classroom trials.

The workshops in le fIe'sun County; Col!)rado; in Year II resulted

in teachers signing a petitin as!(;ng for moce opportunities for

regular teachers; speciH education teche:s; and art and fnusic or
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subject-area specialists to interact for the purpose of sharing

ideas about adapting curriculum to meet student needs. In

another instance in Indiana, teacher teams were brought together

For the purpose or learning ahoUt arts attiVitieS that were

suitable and how to adapt existing and new art curricula for

special students. In one instance a regular teacher it the

Ppcial-edUcation itineraut teacher from her school for the first

tiMe. School had been in session for eight months.

Several projects have been funded to improve communication and

chancle attitudes in mainstreaming situations. It appears that

this can b more rasily achieved with the adaptation process

because it can have a direct effect on improving teachers'

inStrUctiOnal strategies. The assumption is that this leads to

improved student learning.

3. University instructors saw this approach as something needed at

the presr?rvie level. Primarily; they were interested in the use

Of the Basic SkillS Pr-Ofile; basis Skills Definitions; and

Strategies for Adapting Log; Checklist; Guide; and the adapted

lesson plans; They suggested that it would be extremely useful

in helping student zoachers:

a. develop IEPS;

6 focus on speeifit SkillS;

c. develop instructional -per

d. implement the prgram:i

P. evaluate the programs.
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University instructors felt that the forms and process provided a

ll-defined sequence for students and provided strategies to

help students to remain flexible and open to children's needs.

They saw it as providing well organized possibilities, not "pat"

answers; Several university people have requested the handbook

to use in summer courses and in the fall sem2ster.

The adaptation process provides the school districts with the

opportunity of extending the skills of a teacher Who has

successfully adapted materials for students, or of teachers who

are new, or who need assistance with adaptation. It provides an

opportunity for adapters to increase their repetoire, share with

Others, and have an impact on the existing instructional program.

5. The adaptation process also has the potential for allowing

regular teachers with mainstreamed studonts to develop more

individualized po(;ra...;:s for special students that may also have a

residual effect on all students;

6. Soveral university instructorz suggested that a total course or

summer mini :.Sion should be designated for the purpose of

putting the process into action. They felt the process was

us foil in introducing a variety of teaching strategies tb improve

classrem instructiol and meet IEP guals.
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Cost Effectiveness

There is HO cost-free process, yet there appear to be some specific

indications that the process is cost saving.

1 Although classroom trials take more time, it requires few teachers,

and students receive the benefits of the process immediately.

?. Teachers making recomendations in a workshop setting tend to

recommend more grandiose strategies. Classroom-trial teachers used

strategies with resources that were immediately available. New

materials that ware developed were simple and required materials that

were already in the school.

3 The process and synthesis meetings provide a means for teachers to

improve classroom instruction and they prepare them to assist other

teachers in improving instruction uid implementing adapted material.

4. it is more cost effective to adapt existing materials than to develop

new mterials or purchase an array of new materials that still need

to be adapted to meet individual student needs.

5 If bOth scinool diF.trActs and publishers use the process;

individualized instruction may be more easily implemented, requiring

fewer sets of curriculum and more on-target instructional strategies.

These are implications of cost effectiveness that go beyond adaptation

materials; 'hey have implication for teacher training; data collection; and

analysis;
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VII. SUMARY

In re,-:ding thi..; report and reviewing the hondboo!:, one has to keep in mind

that quality, on-target adaptation of materials, and instructional strateTfts

;:e.r.:! only possible if there is administrative support; strong teacher

commitment, and continuous communication of participants; This description

pertains to teacher-adaptors who are recording their adaptations to be

implemented by others in the field. The information in the handbook carp;

however, be used by individual teachers to meet their own student needS alOne.

The outcomes of the project clearly indicate that for maximum benefits:

1. Special educatO.s (itinerant/resource teachers) need to communicate

more freguntly with classroom teachers--the adaptation process can

he a natural vehicle for teacher interaction.

2. Classroom trials are essential in developing adapted material to meet

tH needs of special students. That is; research indicated thcfse

trials produce the most effective adaptations in terms of cost--

efi-ectiveness and practicality in mazIting student needs;

=3. The process is on y as good as the implem,,:utation. That is, the

process is not s-,1f-fulfilling but requires the commitment of

user.

4. The proc,Jss is one of teachers helping teachers; That all ; ;O1

is cla,.isrocm-ased and -tested.

5. the procc,Ys s'Iould not be considered as complex; as occurs when

teehers devr.2 a nr.,,,;1 curriculum; I,: is a question or takin

exp-rldin- menods of instrucAion to meet 1nd1vit.i!:11
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SLUdet heeds. IL can he as simPle as (1) establishing student

strwgths and wea!:nesses; and (2) filling out a checklist and l6j

after each lesson to record the successful adaptation that occurred.

i6. Tcachers crave the sh7.1ring and synthesis. Throughout the project

teachers continually reconded that a vehicle be included for

tea-chers working together (-lid prohlom-wlving to improve their oral

instructional strategies.

i; A:-!aptatioos ace most cost-effcLive through classroorn'trials. The

elc: of t .-, facilitator should not he an additional expense; A good

supervii;or or curriculum specialist should be doing this kind of

aE.tivity as part of his or her job. It needs to be made clear who

;`as re4;ponsibility and who plays a supportive role (see section

under Study Grcuo Concerns of School Administrative 'ersonnel);

8. Pulis,2rs willing to invest some time in classroom trials of

materials and poLential materials would expand the

1.1rke!:-.!-,i1ity of their materials if they included a selection of

adaptatins.

. Shcial tF,T:Thers rec, more eyposure to arts mtrials and workshops. in

ort,:r to demonsLate thn ef fects of arts experiences on basic

and effeccive behagibr. Many of the classroom-trial teachers were

surprised to discover the relationship and posible carryover fraii

Lie ALP mais to other --,.tudent skills.

dist-r:cts w-is.5.-(2s the means to provide quality work7ftjle

curriculJm t:o their students utilising their own teacher ow-ho:

in a sysem71Lic ..,d.r:pt-.Dion process.
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There aro several researchable topics that still need investigation in the

area or instructional adaptation: It would be most useful to select some

demonstration sites for the purpose of implemcnItation and further research.

01.:5001 that might be explored include the following:

nostud,,,ntsin classrooms of teacher-adapted curriculum learn more

effeCtiVel?

Do the indicators for adaptation (see handbook) begin to disappear in a
school involved with the adaptation process?

Are new teachers better prepared to teach hone }capped students after
exposny'e and involvement with the process at the preservic level?

Are experienced teachers with mainstreamed students better able to
provide improved_instruction and integrate these students into their
daily educational programs?

DdeS the adaptability process- better prepare teachers for the development
and implementation of IEP goals?

Now do students naturally initiate_their own type of adaptations to
content; teacher met.hodolo.;yy and instructional environment?

Does the adptation process improve regular teachers attitude and lessen
their feeling or frustration towards mainstreaming?
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the I I nyludf..scleinentar yoncl sec ondilry
tio...Irtip.e...:.1-Ho c,-,ieeis,1.....ngusigE: arts. s:..)cial studius.

R., iroT. Agericy to: IM:ti,..iCt;onal Tele-
A: L, u:n'::c, IN rt;'402.

st'ic' Program.- Issues in Purlitoiship
re;1...iit by Educa:ion Conim:ssion of Nye States aria the

Ci-,:itcr for i Educ,..tion tlun..igenient Syst.::rns on
thr-2 riati.-hes federal

3 !ht.? pr,...gram Sin:JIo copies hee froraED Ott of flcoin 3-110. TransPoint
Wr;.ishirigr,.1 or 2:12, :'-:5-E057

B.--rsrc
c),I. J. s. retalc,!IFI Croic:S plus 25 minuR auzi*Pii Eu...;mI I. [3:-.! rer,,,,tct., packet of

fit;.;-1: pi.inning °urine andchrirt relaeons; Public Fielat,onS Associal;dn.bi t. I oore Si VA 2220'...;

WI the Impact of
floasing P-a:farns

oa r,:. A tr,lt mr,tropolitz.o-wide school
. ; to such sharp increer.r.:s in

r:r. r tri.y need school bm,ing

rna-...i:ats to the indiv:clual needs of Students
al...vays done as they ericoi.mter

the a n-..,;:inct intere:J:S, abilities, and learning
ril:::litS1-_-ea;ning of handicapped children

inta ti-'ner,s are being further challenged
to corr.:: ; and ori.--)inai ways to adapt materials for

ming oisabi.",d. and other handicapped

To .sharr- fr re o he,,e ideas with teachers across the
coantr: of for the Handicapped (nov.:
iim ott,-2;:: -of 3. ,co LUccafton and Rehabilita:ive Services)
is tunzi:r.c::: tr-o prci:ect by Centre!. Inc.; of St. Louis to

,r.urric.uharn materials to the needs of chi-
P. Now in its third year Ihe re-

in Colorado and Si. Louis
tc) ar...Sica:h for adapting materials and

anzl
simple as enlarging print or

Lit,.inc: for the visually handicapped.
0:7,c a m.rr ,coriipie;: few examples:

C.j.;5.3t,'.?:: Or emotionally handicapped Fittf-r-or,t Orint,iliUstratiOns. or drawings.
;E:rtF Of oUt --Or the Material cut

-and Make learning posstle

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

fq; M., Short term $5 from Center for National Policy Review,
Room IC). Catholic University Law Si.ibbl, WaeMington, DC 20064

(3,c.en So:'va! its _Something You Os _

AuclicArisual kit about interdependorICe Of plants and animals, de-
signed for grades 5-12 Includes 10-minute color and sound film-strip teacher s guide, spirit masters containing puzzles grid
activities sug-Jstions for discussion: and a,..4.ditiOnal resource list.S 10 95. including pestage. from American ASsociation of
Nurserymen. 230 Southern Bldg . Washington. DC 20005

Ties that 8,nd Th o Price of Pursuing the Male -Mystique
First in a series (-,,f papers on_,,ex-eqt.i:1,-/-ii-i-education issues, by the
Project on Equal Education Rights (PEER). this issue shows how
both men and :citnen pay a price to/ se.!: bias IncluJos reference
notes and resources for change $I for sincle Copies, 75.: for met-
note conias plus Scar handling chatoe or bider Make checkpayale to or. order lion:. PEER. 1112 13th St NV,. Wushirigrcm,DC 20005

Your Guide ro Consumer credit and a::nkruptcy
36 pp Prepared by the American Bar As-,:ocx-ition as a public ser-
vice, this booklet offers detaitzrd Corisunier rights under cred;t
laws. Useful for grades 8 through college. Si each, 9 :c 99 cLpics;
95C coal:. too or more. 40c each. from ABA. OrderiBilimo No625. 1155 E 60th St . Chicago. IL 60637

L.7.11f _a student haS trouble remembering i_nstructions, the
teacher can prepare air index file of ea::y-16-f011civ., directionson 3 >: 5 cards.

O For the student who hasdiffitiilty going from the concrete
to the abstract. objects like otittons; balls. and Chips can be
used as man;pulativc'exarriple8 Of circles and spheres:

0 A child who can speak Litt riot write can communicate feel-ings and ideas into a tape rePorder. or dictate to a teacher's
aide.
_ The project also Provides instructional ma lerials iri the arts
for elementary-au icaporrd chi:dren, c:om pi cosed
units from Cencrel s aesthetic educa,i0n curriculum.

The research team will :,oblish a Nindb-LJOY:. on the adapt-
ability process and teachers guides or: aesthetic materials'.
Project director Jerrilynn Changar hopes L.:, disseminate these
products Of the research as Widely as p,ossbie to teacher
across the county

For more_ inforrnanon. wrire to Je'rriiynn Changar. Cerrref,
In-Z.. 3120 59th St . St. Louis. MC 63130

Henritti,1 Wexler
Office of Public Aitafrs staff
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1 . tnr 1:,Ltyh.fl;on presented a p,,1p2r at the annu,i1 meeting of the American
ii.--,,orjation in which he descriLs "a p,licy Of placement of giftedHi ldn:i e,ithin ina regular school program 3ccording to each gifted child'sin-tulleLto:.1. eduLdtional, and Other devLlopont. The rational:2 for such a placement

c!evolmacotal conception of gifted children Lying like olderC:H poliLv of dt,velontcil plciv.!nt is contraStd with the policies
k-n rate precrams. Ihe relative es of dr.-!villop;.lental

make it more feasihie for schools to meet the need: of gifted
1,'_)2-362) (S1.82

of PUhliC Affairs of theUniteStatec. Pepartm.mt of Educa-
"Accesto Le.Drning for Hildi-caPP-,:d child!-en" in theof American [duction

tne iridi vidue I need',, of students is somethin
they encounter the amazing variety of hum.)ninterest

with mainstreamihz:_ef handicap,::d children
teacher s a beirvi furthilr_CMlenged to coca up ncv;s cc adc*t_Material:f. for blind, deaf, spastic, leF,,rnirvj disabled,children.

,1

tacners across toe count.-y; the Bur:L,a. ;fl.7-,icapped (now the Offic-e of Special Education and kenabilitatif..!!Iding a three-year project
St. Louis to adapt

Thatrial: to the needs of childrer; with various handicaps.
research is being conducted at sites in Colorado -60e, St.

a sistematiC approach for adopting materials and shco-ing the best

are as simple as enL...,rOng print or using ano,;ern:-.-2F.d pru--

hand:capped; other strategies are more co:74:1,:x. A

cisa!-)led or crictionally h:JilUiCpc.,ed student i confused La
1:itrations; orch:awings,pt,rts Of the material can be L1-oc-'_A Ou7-

a. apart-to reduce distrar...tiOn amd me learning

.

remeering ins,..,tuctions; the teacher can prc:pare an in-
3 card.,.

as difTiculty iioc the cacreta to the
.

,

arm p: can ba used as manipul-ative or c a rcle ar.1;

b not welt:: Can
a

a tea.:Jh-c,r'S

i'Istr,:ctiona] ;Mc art:- for
.5;;

a hancL-,o,_;,,:in 1r ,--Jd.n...(2,::11LY
.

r-E rt,..eltrcJ
,'7.:Z.',H1-2!:)

t-Nr4; a c g7i
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i2:7 TO t.7-41'..;11\:iNG DISABLED STUDENTS

The following guideline,s are designed to help
ieechert, curriculum specialists; .adMiniStraters_ and
others e[itiot durriCUILIM to the Special needs of learning

student::,. They are divided into three major sec=
hone: styieand presentation of the _teacher, teth-
nigties fC`; ad.apting_instrucilonal materialS,andmanag-
irr,! triinforcing behavior. Each of the three sections
1; pr:f:Jsari valuaolc strategies and examples. the

tre exc,?.rpted and edited-, with perrniSSien,
foin The Adar,,tabil;ry Handbook currently_ being

CENIREL, Inc., as part of the educatior,a1
"P,ccess to Learning for Handicapped

proi,!:ct. includ-od in the handbook btit
:,,iirr-1;Ityc!,1err-, are sucgadtiona ter matching adaptation

basic Stills deficits. The handbook
iy SJII iii th, experimental stzTos and is currently

testing befOre publication.

or r

To.az:hor

Use a Verliity of Teschlna Modalities. Present
materials. informatic,,n, or dire-eh-Ohs in various learn:

aUditery, and kinesthetic. Fbt

113
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--Provide an index file of directions for task corn=
pletion for learners who have difficulty folloWing
directions.

2: Change the Modality of the hitaterial to Accomodate
the deeds of the Child. Match material; information,
or direction to learner8 Strongest learning channels
visual, auditory, or kinesthetic. ExampleS:
Provide visual clues such aS coding; illustra-

tions, pictures; and underlining for the learner.Allow tracing, cutting, drawing, or painting.
Record materialS for; or read to the learner;

3. Use Several Modalities Simultaneously. Combine
visual, auditory and kinesthetic learning channels. to,enhance student recognition, interpretation; andmemory. EXamples:

Provide directions in several learning channelssuch as written on board or chart, written on
worksheets; tape recorded; and oral presenta-tion.

Have learner draw self on chalkboard while feel-ing his/her own face.
Instructor picks up colored paper, plebes it in a

container of the Same color and names the color-114Learner then repeats the procedure,



feature

-J-Studot identifies numbers, counts objects, per:
forms operation of addition using manipule.tiVes,
rind performs operation of addition using num-
ber The. Student then memorizes number facts.

13. increase Concrete Demonstrations. Accompany in--
structien with specific examples. For example:
introduce concepts of fraction8 by cutting and

sacarating shapes, breaking cookies into frac-
tionS.

Use an overhead projector when teaching hand-
writing

14. Taae,:r Task VccaPular/. Present and clarify terms
related to instruction. Examples:

Write vocabulary words on index cards with writ-
ten or iliustratE:d meanings on backs of cards.
Picsent vocalai:ary words in sentences. Stu-
dents then illustrate sentences.

Directions

1. Provide Examples with Directions. When giving
directions, give examples of desired responses. Ex-
ainoleS:

When asking students to summarize, give them a
summary of a familiar fairy tale.

Show one or two completed problems on a page
of math problems to be completed by students.

2. Simplify Directions. Eliminate complex vocabulary
and provide directions that match the learner's
Ski115. Examples:

Rewrite directions in the vocabulary of the learn-
er,

Reduce the length of sentences used in diree-
tionS.

= :-Break more complicated instructions down into
easy steps.

115
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3. Specify The Task. State the assignment in explicit
detail. Examples:

Give students assignment sheetS filled in by the
instructor or to be completed by learners.

Write assignments on board for ready reference.
4. Have Students Repeat Directions. Examples:

Give direetions orally and have Students repeat
them.

Have studentS orally repeat directions after
reading them.

5. Have Students Rewrite Directions in Their Own
Words. This helps to ensure understanding. EX--an pies:

Instructor orally gives directions, learner then re-
writes directions.

Learner transcribes written directions into work-
books in hisiher own wards.

6. Clarify Expectations. State in explicit detail ttie,
Icarner'S expected response. Examples:

Complete an example for the student, then have
the student repeat,th.e directions.

Student ReSpense

1. Provide a Variety of Response Modalities. The
learner can then choose a reSponse mode to ac-
comodate strengths in hisiher learning style. Ex:
amples:

Learner chooses from one of three methods of
responsetape recording, drawing, or writing.

Learner chooses role of director, player, scenery
designer, or author in class production.
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2. Citange the Mode of the Learnai's Response. !a-
structOr chooses response mode to accomodate the

learner. Example:
Have students take turns dictating to each other.
Have students respond orally.

Have students tape record answers:

Evaluation

1. use a Positive Grading System. Stress the positive
aspects of student responses. Examples:

Award points on the number of correct respon-
ses given.
Have student retake test until he/she achieves
100 percent accuracy.

2. Progress Assessment: Base evaluation on individual
progress rather than grade level curriculum or group
progress. Examples:

Use pretests and posttests to evaluate progress.
Grade student on percentage of individual gain
rather than group progress.

3. Alternative Evaluation Procedures. Adjust the

method of evaluation to accomodate the student's
learning strengths. Examples:

--Reed tests to learner who has reading difficul-
ties.
Use a skills checklist instead of giving grades.

Techniques tar Adapting Platerials:

1: Enlarge Print. This increases readability. Examples:
Retype materials on a primary (oversize letters)

typewriter.
Provide students with individual magnifying

glasses.
Project material on the wall with an opaque pro-

jector.

specia: 167

2. Reduce the Distraction on the Page. Reduce the
number of items on a page and/or eliminate un-
necessary pictures, directions, and diagrams. For
example:

Put only a few problems or items on a page.
Frame specific items on the page.
Cover parts of the page to reduce the number of

items.
3. Use Pictures and illustrations. Pictures and illustra-

tions that are dileetly related to the material
presented provide an added stimulus for students
who hays difficulty reading, and also give a more
concrete example. For example:

Provide pictures or illustrations as a stimulus for
an experience story.

Substitute pictures for words-for those who have
difficulty reading.

Diagram or illustrate the desired learner res-
ponse:

4. Cut Materials Apart. Provide materials in pieces
where there is difficulty controlling scissors, or
allow alternative procedures. Examples:

Have learner tear pieces instead of cutting.
Provide electric scissors or four-hole scissors.

5. Enlarge Space in Which Student Responds. Stan-
dard size spaces for written responses are not large
enough for some students. Examples:

Provide a separate answer sheet with adequate
space for response:

--Have student use the chalkboard for written res-
ponses.

6. Modify Vocabulary. Adjust word usage to student's
reeding abilities. Examples:

Rewrite directions to reduce vocabulary.load,
Provide a vocabulary list with synonyms or sim-

plified definitions.
118
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7, Lin;;;!,-T;-;ro iT;11,-)nation irl Books/Materials: Accent in-

p-ertinir.;l_to the lesson. Forexampte:_
.1C -rj6tEi.iN. reaclino text With a

a stencil to pin% over the text that reveals
%%fort:it-or phrases.

Pitsent small sc::stions infor-
rniitio or work: Examples:

or fold ic.vorisheets into sections that present
only a few problems 31 a time.

Oarts Of .VOrk,sheetS SO that only a faii.-/
probiciTis are revealed,

. i;ii,-;.riinuiatiYas. Concrete objects aid in inter=
pr...,;ation of. abStract cOneeptS. EXamples:

Ftticicnt -oil a nurn17.!er line, then use a

tint:, on a des:: or worksheel.
blittons or chips as counters, then give the

stud:cal that illustrate cOUnthrS.
student pictures to arcange in sequential

student arrange puzzle pleo,es to form let-
tecn, worar shapes.

Materials-. Recorded directions and
reacirit: mi.lerii.ts. provide. an added stimuli for the
;._iiidenl haying difficulty in reading, followino direr

cr EnrnplaS:
G:t,=.otions for 5tudent reference,

Student responds orally or in writ-

pari:sia;je. St-Odehi follows in Written

1 1 o 11. Color -CqditIg. Color emphasizes important inforrna-
tion and aids in task -cOrnpletion; felloWing diree-

i±
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tions, memory, and recypition of information. Ex-
amples:

.=--Color code the topic sentence in a passage in
one color and supporting sentences in another
color.

-===Color code directions, examples, and problems
in different colors.

Color code math symbols x for
easy recognition;

12. Use ArrotAis to indica`e Directionality. Arrows cue
"left" and "right" and continuing movement in a par-
ticular direction. EXamples:
Use arrows as cues for following en obstacle

course.
Put arrows at the tope of worksheets of tape on

desk as a reminder of loft to right progression in
reading or writing:

:=1.1a;:i arrows to indicate the direction of math op=
orations en a number line.

13, Use Coding to Help Studenf Locate information. A
systeM of coded symbols can highlight important in-
forrnation. Example:
Write the number of a question near the !Para-

graph in the text where the answer to the ques-
tion can be found:

14. Trace Shapes and Lines. Examples:
Put tracing paper over shapes of various sizes

and positiont tor learner to trace.
Have learner trace with finger over shapes (geo-

metric figures, lines, curves) cut from sandpaper.15. Trace Words. Examples:
Have learner trace letter or word in Sand, Salt, or

clay.
=Put tracing paper over a handwriting text for

learner to trace.

12
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riw:hod for rccoonitiOn of sight
v,c,rds.

Material Through Color, Col-.
n",ance stuc'.:nt motivation and increate the

materials: Examples:
or difiurent colore.d papers.

to the learn

r'rov[c.:1,2 for Learning: Explain ;he rele.Vance

ci3.s,:rocrn to career opportuni-

"sdrvival st:ills" as how W Write a
"(iii out a job applicatiOni and get a driver's

.rf,:tic.reli to fr'tfi-cipafe in tie fleveloprnent of

pnriject from a list of Stiirested
by the instructor.

of learners reconwands a list of
rj-r tho group to the instructor._

J. rotici.,cr Cevelopecf Games. ExaMple:
anzl teacher -choose all already de-

and ad.lpi it ior c1:2,stroom use.

I
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Reinfertement

1; 'Reinforce Succes:thie Approximation of Goals. Rein--force responses that are prerequisites for thetargeted goal. Examples:
Reinforce items completed on assignment ratherthan the assignment itself.
--=Reinforce a learner who it able to produte yew&and consonant sounds but is unable to sound

blends,
2. Reinforce Learning Accomplishinents. Examples:

.-.Verbally reinforce positive behaviors and ignore
negative behaviors.

Reinforce positive behavior or academic perfer=mance With parent reports.
3. Peet Teaching. Examples:

After assessing academic or behavioralstrengths, group students, to they can assist
each other in task completion,

Have learners choose a project or report and pre-sent it to the group.
4. Adult Help. Parents and other achiltS aid the learner.

Examples:

Parents assist in academic work or gates as a
reinforcement for positive behavior or academic
performance.

Invite parents or adults to demonstrate their Oc-cupation or a talent.

122 .
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Fsuclback

inTrrierli;?te Feedback Ond Reinforcement. Learner is
kept informed _of hislher rate. of success and re-
vtarded as soon after task completion as possible.

pUtS -cdrnple.ted assignments in folder
;tiich is returned to the instructor immediately

11 SC'i octitpietion. The instructor then checks or
r,c),.reicitc work et available limes and returns the

lo the l'oarnorfor feedback.,
ashic..wled_gcment of t;Cals or behavior

it; ;rtadc. immediately alter performance:
eoz.fack to PriteMS. Parents are kept informed of

-r ate success at consistent intervals.'Exampliia:
instructor agree on time span of

prsgrt?,ss by .t.;ay of a telephone calk
..,w'ris't; Or parent conference.

v:veettiy or monthly intervals; par-
en,s cow° to Ciar.F.10-e:1 to view learner's prog-
r;3-cs.

123
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3. Students Self-Correct Work for immediee Feed-
back: Learner evaluates the accuracy of hisiher own
responses immediately atter completing a task. Ex;
ampieS:

Learners are provided with Self:correcting task
or answer sheets So that they can evaluate
their own reSponSes.

-=-Learriers exchange work for correction.

i.orrrirronta! vr'sron criAREL. 1911:' FOt mnre nitOrmaton contact in, lynn Chariot, Prolocl Direc-tor TargOod Provrarns GrOuP.)

124
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APPENDIX B

Project Products

Access to Learning for Handicapped Students: A Handbook
on the Instructional Adaptation Process

Forms for Purposes Of Reproduction by School Personnel

Teacher's Guides

Supplemrmtary Adaptation Guides for:

Creating Characteriz.:ition

Creating Word Pictures.

Te7_..cher's Guidcs and Recommendf-,,d Adaptations for:

Tone Color

Dramatic Plot.

Investigating the Ele&nts: Shapes and Patterns

Examining Point of
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